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Foreword

Mr. Corneille Karekezi,
Group MD & CEO, African
Reinsurance Corporation

African insurance and
reinsurance markets
offer an exciting growth
and investment opportunity. Despite political
instability in a small number of countries,
underlying fundamentals are strong. Average
growth in gross domestic product (GDP) is
significantly higher than in developed markets
while Africaís population of more than one
billion is the youngest of all continents and is
growing fast.

Although many African countries have been
negatively affected by the global financial crisis
and the continued economic sluggishness
in Europe and North America, most have
remained remarkably resilient. While most
developed economies continue to struggle,
Africa clearly offers an alternative to the highly
competitive BRIC markets (Brazil, Russia, India
and China) and other high growth economies in
Asia, Latin America and Eastern Europe.

African insurance markets mirror the
macroeconomic dynamics of the region as
well as the marketís insurance penetration:
Premiums account for only 3.5% of GDP, about
50% of the global average. With the exception
of South Africa and a few other countries,
insurance penetration in most African
countries is around 1% or less. However, this
gap is narrowing as African insurance markets
have outpaced GDP growth recently. In 2013,
total African insurance premium volume grew
by more than 10% in real terms, compared with
a GDP growth of about 6%. Between 2007 and
2013, total non≠ life and life premium volume
in the region expanded by more than 35% to
approximately US$ 72 billion.

However, lack of quality data and information
transparency remains a crucial impediment to
the growth and strength of the re/insurance
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sector in Africa. To help fill this knowledge
gap, we are pleased to publish the inaugural
African Insurance Regulation Directory, the first
comprehensive study of insurance regulation
and supervision in Africa.

The analysis is based on the evaluation of
responses to a standardised questionnaire,
compiled by Dr. Schanz, Alms & Company
AG from Zurich, Switzerland and sent to
regulators in 52 African countries. Africa
Re, working in close cooperation with the
respective regulatory bodies, collated the
responses and provided additional background
information and insights. Where appropriate,
recommendations accompany the analysis,
which reflects the status quo up to the middle
of 2014.

By supporting this research, Africa Re
demonstrates its commitment to improving
the transparency of African insurance
regulation and supervision, contributing to
the further development and strengthening
of markets. The result is a unique study of
international distinction for both the level of
country participation and the quality of the
data set.

We thank the African regulatory and
supervisory authorities for their support and
transparency which have made this analysis
possible. Special thanks go to Messrs Sammy
M. Makove, Chief Executive Officer of the
Insurance Regulatory Authority (IRA) and
Commissioner of Insurance in Kenya, and
Adama Ndiaye, FANAF Chairman, for their deep
insights regarding the current conditions as
well as the outlook on insurance regulation and
supervision in Africa.

We hope you will enjoy reading this report and
benefit from the findings of the first African
Insurance Regulation Directory.
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Executive Summary

Sustainable economic growth in Africa over
a number of years has seen poverty reduce,
increasing the potential customer base for
insurance. Making financial services more
accessible will continue to be one of the
major challenges for the African insurance
industry. African insurance markets are
still very concentrated, and only the seven
largest generated premium volume of more
than US$ 1bn each in 2013. Africaís largest
insurance market is by far South Africa with
a total premium volume of more than US$
54bn in 2013. Next are the much smaller
markets of Morocco and Kenya, where
insurance penetration at more than 3% of
GDP is comparable to China, Poland and
Argentina. In general, future insurance growth,
in the bigger and relatively mature markets
in particular, is expected to be more or less
in line with economic growth whereas the
smaller insurance markets are likely to see
rising levels of penetration. The development
of new products and cost≠ effective distribution
channels will certainly have a significant impact
on further market growth.

Comprehensive insurance regulation was
absent in many African countries as recently
as two decades ago. Today, however, in a
sign of growing maturity, the International
Association of Insurance Supervisors (IAIS)
has 20 African members representing 33
countries. Most African countries now have
insurance legislation and regulation in place,
but the extent of insurance regulation and
supervision varies across the continent.
Leading established supervisory jurisdictions
include South Africa, Mauritius and Morocco.
The regulatory and supervisory regimes of
Tunisia, Egypt, Kenya, Nigeria and Libya are in
transition.

Regulatory reform in Africa will continue at a
steady pace. Some African governments have
already started to strengthen co≠ operation
and contribute to the development of stable
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and open insurance markets, exchanging
information on insurance regulation and
supervision and facilitating the monitoring of
activities of foreign re/insurance companies.
Important global insurance initiatives such as
the IAIS Insurance Core Principles (ICPs) and
the European Unionís Solvency II Directive
significantly influence developments in Africa
as well. The ongoing regulatory change agenda
and the renewed need for increased growth,
profitability, capital returns and cost reduction
remain central themes.

The vast majority of African countries have
assigned the responsibility for insurance
regulation and supervision to the Ministry of
Finance or the Ministry of Economy. Regulatory
and supervisory bodies are financed by the
insurance industry in most African jurisdictions.
It is critical that regulatory and supervisory
bodies have adequate resources to fulfil
their complex tasks. Increasing the financial
resources of supervisory bodies will attract
more insurance professionals to Africa and
have a positive impact on the ëb rain≠ drainí the
continent is suffering from. Strong regulatory
regimes as well as strong and stable markets
will ultimately benefit all participants.

Nearly all African countries apply a rules≠
based approach to insurance regulation and
supervision. So≠ called resilience or stress
tests are not common in Africa, required by
only one third of all countries. Only very few
regulatory regimes contain specific provisions
for specialised or professional reinsurers, in
all other countries reinsurance companies are
indirectly supervised through the rules relating
to their direct insurance business partners.

Most countries require insurance companies
to hold minimum capital as a condition for
authorisation. Minimum capital requirements
can act as a barrier to entering an insurance
market, but they are relatively low in most
African countries. In addition, there is no
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reference at all to a minimum share of paid≠
up capital in some African countries. Low
minimum capital requirements discourage
African insurance companies from retaining
more risk and premium. For that reason most
insurance companies in Africa rely heavily on
reinsurance. Strengthening the risk taking
capabilities of African insurance companies
will be one of the key challenges for the
development of a healthy and sustainable
insurance market in Africa.
Most African regulators require independent
audits, but auditors are supervised by
the government or state in only very few
countries. The number of qualified actuaries
in Africa is very low and insurers are known
to regularly complain of the high fees
demanded by actuaries. However, there is
a positive trend with an increasing number
of registered actuarial students undertaking
actuarial examinations provided by recognised
professional bodies. With an increased number
of qualified actuaries it is expected that the
costs of hiring actuaries will fall. In most
countries, actuaries are not supervised by the
government or state.
Since the global economic crisis of 2008
insurance regulators across Africa have shown
increased interest in the concept of risk≠ based
capital (RBC). But so far, the RBC concept
has only been fully introduced in Mauritius,
although the South African Financial Services
Board is in the process of implementing a
new RBC regime, known as the Solvency
Assessment and Management (SAM). Three
more countries, Morocco, Kenya and Rwanda,
are now either considering or already in the
process of implementing RBC. Many other
regulations are still conceptually far away from
linking capital and risk. Most regulators do not
require capital to be adapted to actual business
development, e.g. through solvency margins,
and only a little over half of all African markets
refer to solvency as the difference between
assets and liabilities.

Fewer than 20 African countries have
established a guarantee or policyholder
protection fund. Many insurers in Africa have
become insolvent over the past 10 years, often
caused by a lack of proper risk management.
In developing Africa, where financial literacy is
poor and the public perception of the insurance
industry is often negative, a carefully designed
safety net could help to improve the image
of the industry. However, so far only a few
African countries have established such funds
and most often the government finances
these funds. Policyholder protection funds,
independent but in close co≠ operation with
supervisory authorities can hence provide
benefits not only to individual policyholders but
also to society and the economy at large, by
promoting confidence in the insurance sector.
Distinguished by its particular focus on the
low≠ income market, microinsurance is offered
by a variety of providers and managed in
accordance with generally accepted insurance
practice. Insurance supervisors in emerging
and developing markets are aware of the need
to seek a healthy balance between regulation,
enhancing access to insurance services
and protecting policyholders. Governments
recognise that enhanced access to insurance
services helps reduce poverty and promote
social and economic development. However,
most providers of microinsurance in Africa are
not regulated or supervised by the respective
national regulatory bodies.

Market Overview
Economy

The World Bank highlighted Africa as the
worldís fastest growing economy in 2013 ≠ the
continentís GDP was US$ 2,091bn in 2013,
about 2.9% of the worldís total. Economic
growth rates among individual countries differ
significantly. However, a number of African
economies have experienced double≠ digit
annual average real growth rates over the past
five years.
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Africa, which consists of 53 recognized
sovereign states, has a population of
approximately 1.1bn people, about 15% of the
worldís total. The region benefits economically
from the youngest population of all continents,
but also the fastest growing workforce in the
world.

GDP, GDP per capita and natural resources rents, 18 largest African economies
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base for insurance. Nevertheless, even among
Africaís 18 largest economies, poverty is still
a major obstacle to a more rapid insurance
market development. In eight of these
countries more than 10% of the population
have to live on less than US$ 1 per day.
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Africaís insurance and reinsurance markets,
with the exception of South Africa, Namibia
and Mauritius, are likely to remain relatively
underdeveloped for many years to come,
although many are growing rapidly.
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South Africa is Africaís largest economy,
followed by Nigeria1 (which is Africaís largest
country by population) and Egypt. However,
growth in many of the stronger economies,
including Nigeria, Angola and the Democratic
Republic of Congo, reflect the exploitation
of natural resources and infrastructure
development.
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The preservation of macroeconomic stability ≠
a major success factor supporting the regionís
impressive growth in recent years ≠ is seen
by the IMF as the major challenge for Africa
in the years to come. Deteriorating security,
especially in countries with ongoing conflicts
and political unrest, such as South Sudan, Mali,
Nigeria, Libya or the Central African Republic,
are already having a significant adverse impact
on economic activity in these countries.
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When comparing economic growth over the
past five years with estimates for the next
five years, annual average growth rates
are expected to decline in several African
countries, including Angola, Ethiopia and
Democratic Republic of Congo, although at
between 5% and 10% they are expected to
remain significantly above the global average.

Kenya

The Economist reported in April that Nigeriaí s GDP in 2013 had been officially revised from 42.4 trillion naira to 80.2 trillion
naira ($510 billion), an 89% increase. This means that as of today Nigeria would be Africaí s largest economy.
Source: IMF, World Economic Outlook Database April 2014
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Making financial services more accessible
will be one of the major challenges for Africa.
Traditional insurers, especially in developed
markets, rely on banking services to process
premium and claims payments, but relatively
few in Africa have bank accounts. However,
access to alternative, often mobile phone
based payment systems such as M≠ Pesa

(operators: Vodafone and Safaricom) are
gaining importance (80% of all Africans now
own a mobile phone). There are currently nine
African countries that have more registered
mobile money accounts than bank accounts.
On the product side, microinsurance and
to some extent takaful insurance, can also
increase the accessibility of insurance.

Insurance penetration, density, financial inclusion and poverty, 18 largest African economies
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African insurance markets are still very
concentrated, and only the seven largest
generated premium volume of more than US$
1bn each in 2013. Total premiums from the
seven biggest markets (South Africa, Morocco,
Nigeria, Egypt, Kenya, Algeria and Angola)
accounted for nearly 90% of Africaís insurance
premium volume in 2013. Africaís largest
insurance market is by far South Africa, with
a total premium volume of US$ 54,121bn in
2013. Next are the much smaller markets
of Morocco and Kenya, where insurance
penetration at more than 3% of GDP is
comparable to China, Poland and Argentina.
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In all African countries, with the exception of
South Africa, Namibia and Mauritius, the non≠
life market is bigger than the life sector.

In the past five years Nigeria and Kenya were
by far the fastest growing insurance markets
in Africa with annual average growth rates well
above 15%. Most developing markets in Africa
are growing at a much steeper rate than most
mature markets, albeit from a very low base,
which makes them attractive to international
players. In general, future insurance growth
is expected to be more or less in line with
economic growth, but the development of
new products and cost≠ effective distribution
channels will certainly have a significant impact
on further market growth.

16.5%

17.9%

Source: Swiss Re sigma
Modern Economy, 2014, 5, page 120≠ 127: ì Relationship between Insurance and Economic Growth in Sub≠ Saharan African:
A Panel Data Analysisì , Taiwo Akinlo & Olumuyiwa Tolulope Apanisile

A recently published analysis2 found that
insurance has had a positive and significant
impact on economic growth in sub≠ Saharan
Africa. The report concluded that a well≠
developed insurance sector is necessary for
economic development because it provides
long≠ term investments for economic growth
and strengthens risk≠ taking abilities.
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Insurance Regulation

Since the regulatory body of CIMA, the
Commission Regional des Assurances /
Regional Commission of Insurance Control
(CRA) was founded in 1992, regional insurance
regulations and supervision have been
harmonized and considerably strengthened.
Since 1995, the CIMA insurance code, which
replaced old and ill≠ suited national laws, has
been in force in all member states. Today
the CRA manages in≠ country monitoring of
insurance companies, identifies market needs,
and sets the guidelines of national insurance
policies. National insurance institutions are
also closely involved in drawing up legislation
through consultation with the CIMA.

Based in Libreville, Gabon, CIMA represents
countries from francophone West and Central
Africa (Benin, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Central
African Republic, Chad, CÙ te díIvoire, Congo,
Equatorial Guinea, Gabon, Guinea≠ Bissau, Mali,
Niger, Senegal and Togo). Its main objective is
the creation of a wider and healthier market,
which is regarded as the first step toward the
establishment of a single insurance market. In
order to achieve this goal, it relies upon a single
set of laws and a single oversight authority
to which all of the 14 member countries have
transferred their national powers.

developments in Africa as well. Increasingly,
as more countries begin to implement the
ICPs, assessing how best to accommodate
multi≠ jurisdictional compliance and reporting
requirements becomes a growing strategic
challenge. The ongoing regulatory change
agenda and the renewed need for increased
growth, profitability, capital returns and cost
reductions remain central themes.

Africaí s Regulatory Landscape
Comprehensive insurance regulation was
absent in many African countries as recently as
two decades ago. Today, however, in a sign of
growing maturity, the International Association
of Insurance Supervisors has 21 African
members representing 34 countries, including
the 14 member countries of the ConfÈ rence
Interafricaine des MarchÈ s díAssurances/
Inter African Conference of Insurance Markets
(CIMA). Most African countries now have
insurance legislation and regulation in place,
but the extent of insurance regulation and
supervision varies across the continent.
In general, Africaís regulators share little
information among themselves. Harmonization
and improvements in cross≠ border trade could
be brought about by implementing certain
courses of action, such as a common approach
to supervision, licensing and claims payments.
Efforts toward creating the right conditions
for healthy cross≠ border trade, and benefitting
policyholders and the entire insurance industry
could be made by improving supervision,
insurance laws and regulations or application
of existing laws and regulations.
Consumer education and understanding also
need to be addressed: Potential policyholders
are unaware of the benefits to be derived from
owning insurance products. A concerted effort
to increase consumer education, drawing
attention to the benefit of holding insurance
policies, could be carried out via production
and distribution of published material and
advertisements.
However, the outlook is positive: regulatory
reform in Africa will continue at a steady
pace. Important global insurance initiatives
such as the International Association of
Insurance Supervisors (IAIS) Insurance Core
Principles (ICPs) and the European Unionís
Solvency II Directive significantly influence
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In certain countries, regulatory authorities have
yet to put systems in place to enhance the
proper management of insurance companies.
A prerequisite for further development will
be adequate funding from the respective
governments. Local insurers need to be closely
involved and regulatory authorities need the
necessary powers to carry out their mandate.

Regulatory and Supervisory Authorities
In most OECD countries, insurance regulation
and supervision is the responsibility of the
government, often assigned to the Ministries
of Finance or Economy, but sometimes also
to other ministries, such as the Ministry of
Justice. In Africa about 60% of all countries
have assigned this responsibility to the
Ministry of Finance and about 30% to the
Ministry of Economy. In the majority of African
countries, the regulatory and supervisory
body is financed by the insurance industry and
in approximately 40% by the government. In
most African countries, regulatory authorities
are responsible for granting licences not only
to domestic insurance companies but also
to foreign companies, but in a few countries
(including Algeria, Eritrea, Libya) licences to
foreign companies are granted directly by a
government ministry.
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Number of licensed entities

Domestic life insurance companies

Type of licenced entity
Domestic non≠ life insurance companies

166

Foreign non≠ life insurance companies

40

43

84

48

Domestic composite insurance companies

Foreign composite insurance companies

36

Foreign life insurance companies

Domestic reinsurance companies

1047

Foreign reinsurance companies
Total

7

36
9

Majority government≠ owned insurance companies2

Source: Regulatory authorities, data compiled by Africa Re
Also included in the domestic life and non≠ life companies category
Also included in the domestic reinsurance category
Also included in the respective categories

Regulated re/insurance companies in Africa, 20141

Re/insurance companies with a minority government ownership4

Majority government≠ owned reinsurance companies3

1.
2.
3.
4.
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Low minimum capital requirements discourage
African insurance companies from retaining
more risk and premium. For that reason most
insurance companies in Africa rely heavily
on (international) reinsurance, which is an
issue for African policymakers concerned
with capital outflows and because profits
materializing overseas are not available for
reinvestment in Africa. Strengthening the
risk taking capabilities of African insurance
companies will be one of the key challenges for
the development of a healthy and sustainable
insurance market in Africa.

than US$ 10mn. In addition, in some African
countries (Malawi, Mauritania, Mozambique,
Namibia, Sierra Leone and others) there is no
reference at all to a minimum share of paid≠
up capital; in other countries this share is
50% (Egypt, Djibouti, Ghana) or 75% (all CIMA
countries).

In countries where cross≠ border business is
allowed, foreign insurance companies are not
subject to the supervision of the host country if
they are authorized to write certain classes of
business in their home country. Often, cross≠
border business is only allowed for so≠ called
ì internationalî insurance classes, such as
marine, aviation or transport insurance.

Scope of Regulation and Supervision

The reinsurance business of domestic
insurers is subject to supervision in nearly all
African insurance regulations, although the
reinsurance business underwritten by foreign
direct companies is outside the scope of local
supervision in most African countries.

More than half of all regulatory authorities set
minimum insurance rates, and the risk of non≠
payment by reinsurers is addressed by about
40% of African regulators. So≠ called resilience
or stress tests are not common in Africa,
required by only one third of all countries. Only
four African regulatory regimes contain specific
provisions for specialised or professional
reinsurers, in all other countries reinsurance
companies are indirectly supervised through
the rules relating to their direct insurance
business partners.

Licensing
Financial Requirements

Most countries require insurance companies
to hold minimum capital as a condition for
authorisation. In principle, these requirements
should ensure that the company has
sufficiently high minimum capital, although
many countries have established rules in
respect of paid≠ up share capital for stock
companies. In respect of allowed ownership
structures, more than 70% of all African
countries allow mutual companies as well as
stock companies, while a small number of
countries (including Burundi, Egypt or Eritrea)
do not allow mutual insurance companies.

Minimum capital requirements can act as
a barrier to entering an insurance market,
but they are relatively low in most African
countries. Only Nigeria and Algeria have
minimum capital requirements in excess of (the
local currency equivalent of) US$ 20mn, while
in most other countries this amount is less
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South Africa

Angola

Egypt

Morocco

Ghana

Tunisia

10

15

Algeria

30

Nigeria

35

40

Minimum Capital Requirement, (US$mn)
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of all markets shown in the chart. Given that
CIMAís main objective is to create a wider
and healthier market, reducing the number of
players could be an important and necessary
step. The need for consolidation applies to
another regional initiative within the East
African Community (EAC). In 2013, EAC states
began working toward a common insurance
market and Uganda, Kenya, Tanzania, Rwanda
and Burundi have agreed to harmonise
their regulations around the 26 insurance
core principles (ICPs) issued by the IAIS. The
initiative aims to increase competition and
efficiency, helping insurance companies
achieve improved economies of scale.
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Minimum capital requirements1 and average premiums per insurance company,
selected African countries, 2013 (size of the bubble represents market size)2

5
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The above chart shows the size of selected
African insurance markets in 2013, the average
premium volume per licensed insurance
company and the respective minimum capital
requirements. Most markets fall into the
bottom left quadrant, characterised by low
average premium per insurer and low minimum
capital requirements. There seems to be no
causal connection between minimum capital
requirements and average premium volume
per insurer, but it is reasonable to conclude
that many African markets lack efficiency
(typically, the share of management expenses
as a percentage of total expenses is higher for
smaller players).

Composite insurerí s minimum capital requirements (if available)
Source: African regulatory authorities, data compiled by Africa Re. 2013 market sizes partly based on own estimates.

It is worth noting that insurance companies
in the CIMA area (more than 200) have the
lowest average premium volume per company

1.
2.

Other Licensing Requirements

In more than half of all African markets,
insurance companies are allowed to establish
a banking subsidiary and most regulatory
authorities allow banks to distribute insurance
products. Life and non≠ life business have to
be separated in nearly all jurisdictions and
separate licenses are issued for each class of
insurance in more than 75% of African markets.

Authorization to conduct direct insurance
includes reinsurance business in the same
class of business in more than two≠ thirds of
African markets. Most of the other provisions
for licensing (submissions of business plans,
policy conditions and proper qualification of
management) are very similar in most African
countries, with the exception of premium rate
approval, which is only required in about two≠
thirds of the 52 African markets.

The adequacy of premiums is a fundamental
issue in insurance. If premiums are not set
at an appropriate level, even adequately
calculated reserves would not prevent a
company from reporting a loss. But in order
to calculate adequate premiums, reliable data
must be available, which is often a problem.
Even though the prevailing global trend has
been to move away from premium approval
requirements, emerging market supervisory
authorities have often been well advised to
closely monitor and even control the adequacy
of premium rates.
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There are limitations in respect of foreign
ownership in about two≠ thirds of all countries,
while many authorities require a so≠ called
ì market≠ need testî before foreign companies
are allowed to establish a local branch.
All regulators require branches of foreign
insurance companies to have their own capital
resources.

Although most African regulators require
independent audits, auditors are supervised
by the government or state in only a very few
countries.

The number of qualified actuaries in Africa is
very low and insurers are known to regularly
complain of the high fees demanded by
actuaries. However, in sub≠ Saharan Africa
there is a positive trend with an increasing
number of registered actuarial students
undertaking actuarial examinations provided
by recognised professional bodies. With an
increased number of qualified actuaries it is
expected that the costs of hiring actuaries
will fall. About 50% of regulatory authorities
require the appointment of actuaries, although
usually only for life business. Less than 10
countries require the appointment of actuaries
for non≠ life insurance as well. Most often,
the government or state does not supervise
actuaries.
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Selected regulatory provisions 2014, largest 18 African insurance markets

Mauritius

Tunisia

Namibia

Angola

Algeria

Kenya

Egypt

Nigeria

Morocco

South Africa

No

No

Yes1

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

Yes1

Yes1

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Compulsory
reinsurance
cessions

Botswana
Yes

Yes1
Yes

Bancassurance
allowed

Ghana
No

Foreign
ownership
restrictions

Cote díIvoire
Yes
Yes

Cross≠ border
business
allowed

Cameroon
Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No
No

Yes

Yes
No
Yes

Sudan
No
No

Libya
Ethiopia
Yes

International classes only (often marine, aviation and transport insurance)

Gabon

1.

On≠ going Supervision
Solvency

All African regulators rely on annual reports
and the right to perform on≠ site inspections
for supervision. Less than 10 regulators
use ratings assigned by international rating
agencies for this purpose. Since the economic
crisis of 2008 insurance regulators across
Africa have shown increased interest in the
concept of risk≠ based capital (RBC), in which
an insurerís regulatory capital is set against its
risk profile. Under a RBC regime, insurers must
consider all material risks that impact its ability
to meet its liabilities to policyholders.

So far, the RBC concept has only been fully
introduced in Mauritius, although the South
African Financial Services Board is in the
process of implementing a new RBC regime,
known as the Solvency Assessment and
Management (SAM). The SAM framework
and the existing regime will run in parallel
throughout 2014 with full implementation
scheduled for 1 January 2015. Eventually the
regulator intends to achieve third country
equivalence under Solvency II, the European
Unionís risk based solvency regime for insurers.
Three more countries, Morocco, Kenya and
Rwanda, are now either considering or already
in the process of implementing RBC.

The further integration of CIMA markets could
present a good opportunity for the CRCA to
come up with a consistent regulatory method
between member states that allows for better
risk management within insurance companies.
Using a risk≠ based solvency measure will lead
to improved measurement and assessment of
risk.

Looking at current provisions, many regulations
are still conceptually far away from linking capital
and risk. Most regulators do not require capital
to be adapted to actual business development
and only a little over half of all African markets
refer to solvency as the difference between
assets and liabilities. Ceded reinsurance can be
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taken into account for the calculation of the
solvency margin in more than 25 African
markets, but the majority of all regulatory
provisions do not contain specific solvency
requirements for professional reinsurers.

Reserves

Catastrophe reserves are required in around
a quarter of countries and equalization
reserves in about three quarters. Nearly all
regulators require unearned premium reserves,
outstanding claims reserves, IBNR (incurred
but not reported) reserves and mathematical
provisions in life insurance. In addition, more
than 30 regulators require special deposits
to cover these technical provisions and in
most markets assets representing technical
provisions are treated differently from assets
covering other liabilities. Assets representing
technical provisions can be invested in a very
broad range of asset classes in most African
countries.

Investments

Standards for the valuation of assets and
liabilities are set and applied by nearly all
regulatory authorities. More than half of
African regulators allow investments in
derivatives and regard the share of ceded
reinsurance as a permissible asset. More
than 90% of all authorities impose restrictions
on investments abroad. In the majority of
markets, requirements for currency and
maturity matching are applied. About 50% of
African regulators apply so≠ called ì prudent
manî rules rather than detailed quantitative
restrictions or ceilings on investment classes.
Prudent man rules provide the management
with more freedom but require trust in the
managementís financial and investment
expertise. They also demand closer
cooperation between the supervisory body
and the insurance company, including a very
detailed disclosure on investments.
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In most African countries, supervisory
authorities and insurance companies can
file for liquidation. In about one quarter of all
markets, other creditors are also allowed to do
so. In case of liquidation, basically all African
insurance regulations contain privileges related
to assets representing technical provisions.
Most often, in these countries the liquidator
and/or the policyholder are entitled to these
privileges.

Suspension and Termination of Business Operations
Suspension and termination of business
operations may affect all or parts of the
classes of insurance for which insurers are
authorised to transact. Suspensions may be
voluntary or by order of the supervisory body.
In nearly all African countries, a total or partial
voluntary suspension of business activity as
well as the termination of business activities is
specifically regulated. Compulsory suspensions
can be ordered by the regulatory body and will
be made public. Most African regulatory bodies
and/or governments have the right to grant
portfolio transfers, but the insured still has the
right to object to the transfer.

protection fund. In these countries the
government has most often established
the fund; only in very few countries private
associations are responsible. Many insurers
in Africa have become insolvent over the past
10 years, often caused by a lack of proper
risk management. Kenya alone has seen at
least seven insurers in the last decade placed
under statutory management, and eventually
liquidated, due to inadequate capital. As of
today, most countries and insurers have
established recovery plans.

Insurance Companies in Difficulties
As a crisis in a key local insurance company
could lead to instability for the whole market,
supervisory authorities should do everything
possible to prevent a company from defaulting.
For this reason, many global markets have
designed safety nets to protect policyholders
against losses from insolvent insurers. Most
often, guarantee or policyholder protection
funds have been established to pay the claims
of insolvent companies up to a certain limit.
Fewer than 20 African countries have
established a guarantee or policyholder
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Compulsory Insurance

Others
Supervision of Intermediaries

Compulsory insurance can protect all or part of
the public and relieves governments from the
financial responsibility for certain losses which
they would otherwise have to compensate. It
is common in areas where the risk exposure is
extremely high or in lines of business that are
more closely related to the social sector than
to private insurance. In most OECD and many
African countries, non≠ established insurers
are restricted from providing compulsory
insurance. In most African countries, Motor
Third Party Liability (TPL) Insurance is
compulsory. In addition, Decennial Liability
(construction), Workersí Compensation or
Aviation TPL are compulsory lines of insurance
in several countries.

Kenya≠ based reinsurer ZEP Re receives 10% of
all treaty cessions from insurance companies
in member countries including Uganda,
Kenya and Tanzania as compulsory business,
accounting for around 9% of its gross written
premium. Namibian insurance companies
must first offer their reinsurance business to
government≠ owned Namib Re before it can
be ceded to the international markets (right of
first refusal for 20% of all domestic reinsurance
premiums ceded). Other government≠ owned
African reinsurers receiving mandatory
cessions include Kenya Re, Tan Re, Ghana Re
and CICA Re.

In more than 60% of African countries,
reinsurance cessions are compulsory. For
example, Africa Re benefits from compulsory
cessions from its 41 African government
members. Insurance companies from all
member states are required to offer 5% of
all treaty business to Africa Re (right of first
refusal). Nevertheless, voluntary cessions still
represent approximately 90% of Africa Reís
gross written premium.

Compulsory Reinsurance Cessions

Regulation regarding the supervision of
insurance intermediaries can be found
in nearly all African markets, but foreign
insurance intermediaries are subject to
supervision in only 80% of these countries.
Specific regulation regarding the supervision of
reinsurance intermediaries only exists in about
25% of all countries. A distinction between
agents and brokers is made in nearly all
countries. There are established rules for the
handling of premiums and claims payments
by intermediaries, and in most countries
regulatory bodies require a financial guarantee,
which can be in the form of liability insurance
or a contribution to a domestic guarantee fund.

Financial Reporting and Disclosure

In June 2012, Kenyaís Insurance Regulatory
Authority published a review of financial
reporting practices and disclosures by
insurance companies. Despite the fact that
significant progress had been made, the study
identified gaps in reporting and disclosure
in various areas. The study also identified
a general dissatisfaction with insurance
companiesí current primary financial disclosure
statements and the need for financial reports
to reflect key economic realities. It was further
noted that key financial ratios on solvency
and claims are not disclosed to the public in
financial reports.

For most African countries, nation≠ wide
insurance statistics are available, although
these statistics are often outdated and of a
questionable quality. In about two≠ thirds of all
African countries government organisations
are responsible for the compilation of
statistics, while in the remaining countries this
responsibility rests with private organisations.
Most African insurance companies are required
by law to publish annual reports.
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CIMAís CRCA is currently working to introduce
microinsurance products in the CIMA area over
the next two years, which should help to bring
a considerable portion of the population into
the insurance market. In 2012, CIMA passed
a set of regional microinsurance regulations
that will serve as the basis for introducing
microinsurance products. In April 2013
further regulations were introduced that cap
microinsurance premiums at CFA 3,500 (US$
7) per month or CFA 42,000 (US$ 86) per year.
This is relatively expensive, considering that
this rate is roughly 25% less than average
monthly premiums for conventional insurance,
which stood at CFA 4,632 (US$ 9) in 2012.
However, the current CIMA regulation allows
each country to determine its own premiums
below the general price cap, according to the
particularities of each market. Once national
authorities outline microinsurance prices,
they will be monitored periodically in order to
ensure their adaptation to the local market.

The formal sector is comprised of financial
cooperatives and microfinance institutions
(MFIs). The National Department of Cooperatives
is the regulator and supervisor of all
cooperatives, whereas MFIs are not regulated
at all but encouraged to voluntarily report on a
regular basis to the Central Bank of Nigeria.

Microinsurance Regulation in Africa
Distinguished by its particular focus on the
low≠ income market, microinsurance is offered
by a variety of providers and managed in
accordance with generally accepted insurance
practice. In October 2012, the IAIS published
an ì Application Paper on Regulation and
Supervision supporting Inclusive Insurance
Marketsî , with a focus on the implementation
of the Insurance Core Principles in a manner to
protect policyholders, contribute to local and
global financial stability and enhance inclusive
insurance markets.
Insurance supervisors in emerging markets and
developing economies are aware of the need
to seek a healthy balance between regulation,
enhancing access to insurance services
and protecting policyholders. Governments
recognise that enhanced access to insurance
services helps reduce poverty and improve
social and economic development. At the same
time, regulated insurers and intermediaries
have recognised the business potential of
the low≠ income population and are offering
innovative products and distribution models.
However, most providers of microinsurance in
Africa are not regulated or supervised by the
respective national regulatory bodies. In
Nigeria, for example, a wide range of informal
and formal entities provide financial services.

Political risks, insufficient financial literacy
and affordability of insurance products are
among the major obstacles for policymakers
and most insurance market players. Although
the 52 African countries vary substantially, it
can be said that all require adequate prudential
and regulatory provisions to ensure the

small by international standards and insurance
penetration, although growing, is low at less
than 1% for most African countries.

Key Findings and Recommendations
General
This analysis set out to present the
fundamentals of insurance regulation and
supervision in Africa in a comprehensive
format, reflecting the situation as of the
middle of 2014. As we can see in the first
part of this directory, the insurance sector in
Africa plays a vital role in the economy. It is
growing rapidly, at least in line with general
economic growth, but most markets remain

soundness of the insurance markets, the
protection of consumers and the stability of
the economy as a whole. In general, insurance
regulatory frameworks must be adapted to
the characteristics of individual countries
and encourage stability, whilst maintaining
the necessary flexibility to meet the specific
developments in the market. As of today,
supervisory capacity varies considerably over
the region. Leading established supervisory
jurisdictions include South Africa, Mauritius
and Morocco. Tunisia, Egypt, Kenya, Nigeria and
Libya are in transition.

Some African governments have already
started to strengthen co≠ operation and
contribute to the development of stable
and open insurance markets, exchanging
information on insurance regulation and
supervision, and facilitating the monitoring of
activities of foreign re/insurance companies.
Other countries should now follow.

Strengthen Financing of Regulatory and
Supervisory Bodies

In most OECD countries, the regulatory and
supervisory body is solely financed by the
insurance industry, and in some countries
supported by additional (minority) government
funding. This is different in Africa, where in
almost 50% of all cases the authorities are
solely financed by the state.

It is critical that regulatory and supervisory
bodies have adequate resources to fulfil
their complex tasks. Increasing the financial
resources of supervisory bodies will attract
more insurance professionals to Africa and
have a positive impact on the ëb rain≠ drainí
the continent is suffering from, in particular
with respect to actuarial resources. Africa
is a capital≠ scarce region and loss of this
limited resource is widely considered to be
detrimental to the prospects of sustained
insurance market growth and development. In
the past, the region has been unable to retain a
large proportion of its skilled and professional
insurance personnel.
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African insurers need to play a stronger
role and contribute a higher share to cover
regulatory and supervisory costs. Strong
regulatory regimes as well as strong and stable
markets will ultimately benefit all participants.
Only with adequate human and financial
resources will African authorities be able to
fulfil their roles.

The Introduction of a Risk≠ Based Capital
Concept

Increasingly regulatory capital requirements for
banks and insurers are becoming risk≠ based to
reflect the economic impact of balance sheet
risks. Solvency is already referred to as the
difference between assets and liabilities in
about half of all African countries, while most
others refer to minimal capital requirements
instead. So far only Mauritius has fully applied
the RBC concept in its regulatory provisions,
but a couple of other countries have already
started to evaluate the concept or are about to
introduce it.

Globally, across emerging markets and
developing countries, many regulatory
agencies are looking to reform the regulatory
and supervisory framework and move towards
risk≠ based supervision of the insurance
industry. This development is already
underway in a few African countries and
the potential benefits are not limited to an
improved risk measurement process and a
better determination of appropriate levels of
capitalization.
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Improved ability to make
money on risk

Refer to solvency as the
difference between assets
and liabilities

More funds available
for reinvestment

Improved ability to retain
more risk

Introduce and apply a
risk≠ based capital concept

Strengthened African
insurance industry

Strengthening of
technical capabilities

Increased need for Africa
based insurance actuaries

Potential widespread benefits of introducing RBC principles in more African countries

Higher profits
materialising in Africa

Funds promote the protection of policyholders,
supplementing insurance supervision in the
event of insurer insolvency. In developing
Africa, where financial literacy is poor and the
public perception of the insurance industry
is often negative, a carefully designed safety
net could help to improve the image of the
industry. However, so far only a minority
(about one≠ third) of African countries have
established such funds and in approximately

The protection of policyholders against insolvency
of insurance companies is one of the primary
objectives of insurance regulation. In order to
achieve this goal, a range of regulatory and
supervisory measures are normally established
to ensure financial and managerial soundness
of insurance companies, and supervisory
authorities are expected to do their best to
avoid the failure of supervised companies.

Policyholder protection funds, independent
but in close co≠ operation with supervisory
authorities can hence provide benefits not only
to individual policyholders but also to society
and the economy, by promoting confidence in
the insurance sector.

When established, policyholder protection
funds should be designed carefully to minimise
any drawbacks, particularly that of moral
hazard and the burden on soundly managed
member companies. Although normally
established as independent entities from
governments, the funds need to operate
in close co≠ ordination with supervisory
authorities in order to carry out effective
policyholder protection.

three≠ quarters of cases the government
finances these funds.

Policyholder Protection Funds

Source: Dr. Schanz, Alms & Company, Zurich
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We have a clear preference for principles
based insurance regulation and supervision.
We regard this as the more efficient approach
as it better addresses the needs in a world of
dynamic risks and a more and more complex
operational and business environment.

What is your view on rules≠bas ed versus
principles≠bas ed insurance regulation
and supervision? Which approach is more
appropriate for emerging market countries in
Africa and what are the main reasons for this?

Most likely, there will be a paradigm shift from
rules≠ based to principles≠ based supervisory
models. This development can already be
observed in most African jurisdictions including
Kenya.

Do you observe or expect a conversion of
regulatory regimes in Africa? If yes, in which
direction?

The global low interest rate environment has
had a very limited impact on Africa so far as
interest rates on our continent are generally
still high.

What is the impact of the low interest rate
environment on re/insurance business in Kenya
and Africa? To what extent are low interest
rates threatening the viability of re/insurance
companies and how do you as a regulator deal
with such a challenge?

Interview with Mr. Sammy M. Makove,
Chief Executive Officer of the Insurance
Regulatory Authority (IRA) and Commissioner
of Insurance in Kenya
What are the key focus areas of the Kenya IRA
2013 ñ 2018 strategic plan?
There are four main initiatives: First, we will
expand our activities to improve consumer
awareness and education. Second, we will
strengthen the Policyholdersí Compensation
Fund. The third focus is the introduction of a
risk≠ based capital approach whilst the fourth
measure aims at ensuring that regulated
entities adhere to the requirements of the
Proceeds of Crime and Money Laundering Act.
Whilst the amount of gross direct premium
income in Kenya has nearly doubled over the
past five years, the number of licensed re/
insurance companies has remained fairly stable.
What are the main reasons from a regulatory
perspective?
Given the size of the market, the number of
insurance companies in Kenya has always
been high; therefore relatively small changes
in market premiums alone do not lead to an
increase in the number of market players.
What is your view on cross≠bo rder re/insurance
in Africa?
In principle, the cross≠ border re/insurance
concept ensures market stability as risks can
be transferred and shared with a wider range
of risk taking entities. However, the current
regulatory and supervisory standards in most
African jurisdictions (including Kenya) do not
favour this concept as they tend to advocate
market protection and nationalism.

South Africa has recently started to separate
prudential supervision from market conduct
supervision. Do you see this development as a
model for other African countries as well?

We do not see this as a model, at least not
for the near future. We can currently achieve
a greater effectiveness and efficiency by
centralizing prudential surveillance and
supervision. It will be easier to coordinate
activities such as the gathering and sharing of
information, analysis and addressing the risks
arising out of the interconnection of financial
markets with a centralized approach.

What are the main challenges Africaí s insurance
industry is facing with regard to human
resources management?

Competition from other financial market
players like investment banks together with a
generally negative image of insurance are the
main challenges. Overall, resources are very
limited and there is a clear lack of insurance
professionals in the industry.

Is there a role model or benchmark of regulation
and supervision that you would highlight?

I do not think that there is one model that fits
all. But with different models and experiences
we can pick and choose the most suitable
provisions for specific market needs. I
personally believe that a close observance
of the IAIS Core Principles can serve as the
best benchmark for insurance regulation and
supervision.
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How important are financial strength ratings as
assigned by international rating agencies for you
as a regulator?

These ratings are of crucial importance for
us for various purposes, especially when it
comes to endorsing reinsurance arrangements,
investment plans involving large corporate
issuers and sovereign borrowing instruments.

What is the best regulatory approach to ensure
market insurance premium rates adequacy?

The best model is a self≠ regulatory approach
coupled with a risk≠ based capital, principle≠
based supervisory regime.
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Authorities should further promote the culture
of insurance by ensuring compliance of all
insurance market participants with contractual
obligations. No derogations from the
requirement to insure with locally registered
insurers should be allowed.

For this purpose, regulators should
strategically focus on the improvement of the
legal and regulatory framework and adapt it
to changes in the financial environment. For
example, some of the current rules may slow
down the development of life insurance, which
in many other markets has been an engine for
insurance growth. Current rules and provisions
should also be expanded to allow the
exploration of alternative insurance products
such as microinsurance, agricultural insurance
or takaful as a first step, and in a second phase,
insurers should be allowed to cover risks such
as accidents at work, a business segment with
great growth potential.

I believe that the regulatory bodies have a dual
role here, to both establish a legal framework
conducive to business and to ensure a fair
treatment of insured persons and beneficiaries
of contracts in order to boost their confidence
in insurance.

What is the role insurance regulation
and supervision can play to narrow the
underinsurance gap in Africa?

Interview with Mr. Adama Ndiaye,
Chairman of FANAF (FÈ dÈ ration des SociÈ tÈ s
dí Assurances de Droit National Africaines ≠
Federation of African National Insurance
Companies)
How has African insurance regulation and
supervision evolved in recent years?
Inspired by the Insurance Core Principles (ICP)
of the International Association of Insurance
Supervisors (IAIS), the standards of African
insurance regulation and supervision has
improved significantly in recent years. Positive
developments related to the Core Principles
include the requirement to adopt a corporate
governance framework, the implementation
of effective risk management and internal
control systems and the requirement to take
measures to combat money laundering and the
financing of terrorism. In addition, enhanced
disclosure rules requiring quarterly reporting
as well as bi≠ annual statements of accounts
allow regulatory authorities to intervene more
quickly.
The Central Bank of West African States
(BCEAO), the Central African Banking
Commission, the Regional Council for Public
Savings and Financial Markets (CREPMEF)
and the Inter≠ African Conference on Social
Security (CIPRES) have started a new macro≠
prudential initiative with the goal to establish a
framework for the exchange of information in
order to allow these authorities to take a more
global view on the financial sector. In addition,
new rules regarding policy subscription and
the collection of premiums have been adopted.
Another achievement worth mentioning
is the modification of the personal injury
compensation scheme to ensure a faster
compensation to victims as well as an increase
of allowances.

FANAF is working closely with the Inter≠ African
Conference on of Insurance Markets (CIMA)
on the improvement of legal and regulatory
frameworks in Africa. What areas have you
identified as top priorities and what are the
planned improvements?
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Another weakness stems from regulations
on investments that are often too tight. This
inhibits the development of certain lines
of business by inducing artificial financial
difficulties.

Markets such as Nigeria have excessive capital
requirements, which are a large burden for
technical and financial management. On the
other hand, in countries like Ghana, investment
regulations are too weak and hence lead to a
high liquidity risk for many companies.

Other tasks and focus areas include the
necessary further reduction of management
costs, the restructuring of the insurance
intermediary sector, the removal of any
derogations related to public liability insurance
and from the obligation to insure risks locally.
Furthermore, a modern accounting framework,
including the migration to IFRS, which will lead
to better comparability with other financial
market players, needs to be established. As
an overarching goal, we are in the early stages
to install a mechanism for a single integrated
market where only one single license is needed
to operate in the CIMA area.

Surely African insurance markets are very
heterogenic, reflecting the different economies
throughout the continent. How much
harmonization in terms of regulation and
supervision is needed to strengthen the overall
quality of the insurance sector in Africa?

The most advanced African market in respect
of insurance regulation and supervision
seems to be Morocco, which has a well≠
equipped regulatory body exercising effective
supervision. The Moroccan authorities are
currently in the process of adopting two
important reforms: The first is the transition to
a risk≠ based solvency approach to approximate
Solvency II norms, the other one is the
establishment of a Supervisory Authority
of Insurance and Social Welfare, which will
be independent from the government, a key
recommendation of the IAIS.

In addition, the rules of governance and
transparency in financial reporting are still in
their infancy, so it is currently not possible
to conduct a comprehensive analysis of the
insurance sector in most markets.

In general, what is your view on the quality of
financial disclosures of re/insurance companies
in Africa? Do you see substantial differences in
respect of transparency in the various African
markets?

In my view, insurance is heavily dependent on
the strength of the economy, but that doesnít
sufficiently explain the differences between the
individual markets. Moroccoís GDP is smaller
than the GDP of Nigeria, Egypt or Algeria. It
also has a smaller population but nevertheless
has higher insurance penetration rates and
more than double the market premium volume
of those countries. This is also the case in
countries like Namibia.

In addition to the advances recorded through
the partnership with CIMA, there will be
further developments. One focus area will
be to establish a regulatory framework
conducive to the installation and supervision
of the reinsurance sector. The cooperation
between CIMA and the national institutions
also aims to establish a comprehensive control
system to prevent bad practices such as unfair
competition or the delay of claims payments.

Significant differences are recorded at the
regulatory level. In areas such as CIMA,
companies are mostly under≠ capitalized. As
a consequence, they are highly dependent
upon international reinsurance, the risks are
ceded to external players and ultimately the
capital, which otherwise would remain within
the region and contribute to the strength and
growth of the local economies, is missing.
In addition, these companies frequently
operate with a high overhead cost ratio.
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But is harmonized regulation the panacea? I
do not think so. CIMA has existed for over 20
years, but still failed to reduce the insurance
penetration gap between Ivory Coast and
the Central African Republic, for example. In
fact the gap between countries continues to
widen and heterogeneity remains. Regional
harmonization might create a more attractive
market place particularly for the benefit of the
larger players, which are prone to profit from
the greater depth and diversification of the
market. However, their growth might come at
the expense of the smaller players, reducing
diversity of the market and ultimately, would
not be regarded to be in the interest of the
policyholder.
The only significant advantage would come
from the arrival of regional players and
transnational groups with subsidiaries in
different jurisdictions. Such a development
would allow the establishment of a
consolidated market, with a reduced number of
market participants and stronger regulations.
This transformation has already started and
will steadily pick up momentum, taking into
account historical, geographic and cultural ties.
Do you see a trend towards harmonising certain
insurance related laws across various countries
or regions in Africa?
Yes. This development is currently under the
influence of the IAIS which is encompassing 21
members comprising 34African nations: CIMA
(14 countries), South Africa, Botswana, Cape
Verde, Egypt, Ghana, Guinea, Kenya, Lesotho,
Malawi, Morocco, Mauritius, Namibia, Nigeria,
Uganda, Rwanda, Swaziland, Tanzania, Tunisia,
Zambia and Burundi.
These countries inevitably apply the
recommendations of the IAIS, which will result
in a harmonisation of laws. The process has
already started and, as far as I know, the gap
in regulatory provisions and control principles
is already reducing between countries such
as Nigeria, Kenya, Ghana, Rwanda, Morocco,
Mauritius and Namibia.

Do you regard solvency and capital requirements
in most FANAF countries as sufficient?
No. The most important indicator, the solvency
margin, is applied here without reference to
own funds. This means that requirements for
companies in the CIMA area are less strict than
for companies in other areas. In addition, the
low level of minimum capital requirements
does not help to increase the risk retention
in the respective local markets and thereby
is also responsible for the high cession rates
to the reinsurers. As a consequence, many
African companies act as ëfr ontingí insurers
for most of the risks. In short, a low level of
capital requirements leads to financially weak
insurance companies, an insufficient protection
for the policyholder and a fragmented market.
Do the Core Principles as outlined by the
International Association of Insurance
Supervisors serve as a benchmark in most
FANAF country jurisdictions?
Although CIMA is a member and the FANAF
will certainly be an observer this year, most
of the players do not yet know what the IAIS
represents. There is a strong need to raise
awareness. FANAF began tackling this issue by
communicating its recommendations related
to the draft standards and core principles of
the IAIS.
How do you see the current and future
importance of microinsurance in Africa?
For the moment, microinsurance in Africa is
still in its infancy. Microinsurance is not bought,
it needs to be sold. Microinsurance is not just
a fashionable phenomenon; the issue is far
more complex than that. Its development
should include the development of an efficient
distribution system and be supported by
tax breaks and legal facilitations that are all
important to reach the target population.
Conventional insurers are neither prepared
nor trained for this. For microinsurance to
make its mark we need different types of
insurance companies with substantial financial

capabilities. They should enjoy governmental
support and must be armed with the necessary
patience to make substantial long≠ term
investments. Microinsurance is a sector, which
will take time to evolve ñ most likely much
longer than most conventional insurance
players will be prepared to wait.

What is the best regulatory approach to ensure
market insurance premium rates adequacy?
Can minimum premium rates be a solution
when the insurance market is clearly unable to
adopt financially sustainable risk pricing due to
intense competition? What else can a regulator
or the market itself do in such cases?
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Should there be different regulatory and
supervisory standards for companies offering
microinsurance?

This approach must be accompanied by a
self≠ regulating mechanism implemented by
professional insurance associations. Periodic
meetings between regulatory authorities and
the professional associations will help further
to improve the situation.

I donít think that minimum premium
requirements are a solution. Minimum
premium requirements existed for decades
in some countries, most notably in motor
insurance. Stronger, more stringent and more
frequent reporting requirements and a better
linkage of different regulatory structures and
provisions will be more successful in respect of
ensuring premium rate adequacy.

Different standards are needed, because
microinsurance primarily targets certain
parts of the population, who are not
used to and should not be burdened with
paperwork or legal requirements essentially
related to conventional insurance products.
Regulation and supervision must focus on the
implementation of an efficient distribution
system, the simplicity of products and
contracts, the ability of market participants
to react and transparency in financial
communication. A proactive regulatory stance
rather than a reactive stance is needed
because any failure of a player will have
consequences for the whole sector.

Should insurance companies be legally required
to develop and offer insurance products tailored
for the needs of low≠i ncome households?

This is the case in the CIMA area, but this
requirement is accompanied by protective
measures. In particular, separate accounts
for premiums and assets ensure a shorter
response time to clients and there are more
demanding requirements in respect of
communications and legal reporting.
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Other markets talk of a move towards a risk≠
based capital regime. So far, only Mauritius
has walked the talk. There would be some
additional cost for the recruitment of actuaries
or statisticians who would have the duty
to ensure that the cumulative risks carried
annually by insurers do not put pressure on the
capital base approved by the regulator. In other
markets, we observe that from time to time
the regulator announces an increase in the
minimum capital required. In these markets,
we do not expect costs to rise.

In South Africa, which is a tightly regulated
market, we are very concerned by the
increased cost of regulation. The move towards
SAM (equivalent of Europeís Solvency II regime)
would definitely increase costs in the country.
The overall expense ratio, which is already
under pressure, would impact adversely on
our margins due to the worsening claims
experience in the market. The costs or a part
thereof would have to be recovered from our
clients and this would have an impact on the
pricing of the business.

Are you concerned about increasing costs of
regulatory compliance?

Another tool used to retain cessions in the
CIMA zone is mandatory legal cessions (to the
reinsurers SEN Re, CICA Re and SCG Re).

Interview, Corneille Karekezi, CEO and
Managing Director Africa Re
Is insurance regulation and supervision
becoming increasingly protectionist in Africa?
In a sense, there is a shift across the continent
from monopolies and oligopolies to a more
level playing field. An insurer that meets the
capital requirements may set up an insurance
company in most countries of the continent.
There are a few exceptions such as Ethiopia
where only locally≠ owned companies are
allowed to operate. Democratic Republic
of Congo and Eritrea are still monopolistic
insurance markets.
The African insurance market as a whole is
facing a new surge of internationalization
where huge industrial projects and energy≠
related infrastructure are virtually insured
100% outside the continent. As a result, most
regulators still feel the need to protect these
fragile and fragmented markets, so that the
local insurance industry may grow and mature
over time. Thus, we have the Local Content Act
in Ghana and Nigeria, which basically ensures
that the local market capacity (insurers &
reinsurers) is utilized, through compulsory
co≠ insurance and local reinsurance, up to
a maximum limit before foreign players
may compete for business. However, the
requirement to first utilize local insurance
capacity has yet to be applied in the majority of
the 52 African insurance markets.
In the CIMA zone, in most classes of business
apart from Marine, Aviation & Goods in Transit,
cessions outside the CIMA zone must not
exceed 75%. However enforcement is weak.

Overall, what is your view on regulatory
provisions regarding cross≠b order activities
of reinsurers in Africa? Are current provisions
appropriate to support your business activities
in Africa?

Apart from South Africa, reinsurers are allowed
to compete in most African markets outside
their domicile. Since insurance business is
considered to be profitable in Africa, the
number of foreign reinsurers attracted to the
market is on the rise. In South Africa, non≠
registered reinsurers have to provide a letter
of credit or, alternatively, the cedant placing
reinsurance with a non≠ registered reinsurer
would have to retain premium and loss reserve
deposits as a means of collateral.

Africa Re has a fully≠ fledged subsidiary in
South Africa, ARCSA, catering to the largest
market in the continent. The Corporation also
has another subsidiary in Egypt, providing
capacity for retakaful business from Africa and
its environs. In many African markets, Africa
Re is treated as a local entity. Coupled with
its A≠ rating (S&P and A.M. Best), a unique
shareholding structure, strong balance sheet
and long historical ties with local markets, the
corporation has access to and writes business
from every market in the continent.

In general, are regulatory reserve and capital
requirements in most African countries effective
in ensuring that reserve and capital margins
are adequate to enable insurance companies to
meet their obligations in even the most stressful
environments? In which areas do you see room
for improvement?

The regulatory authorities in Mauritius are
already operating a risk≠ based capital regime.
A number of other markets such as South
Africa and Morocco are moving in that direction
and we believe that this will be beneficial for
the consumer in that all companies would be
adequately capitalised and reserves will be
measured on an actuarial basis. Most markets
in Africa, however, still operate on a minimum
capital base regime and reserves are not
actuarially determined.
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What is your view on the reserve adequacy of
most African insurance companies?

The South African market has a reserving
philosophy that is conservative and all insurers
and reinsurers have to comply with minimum
standards as prescribed by the regulator.
According to statistics published by the
regulator on a quarterly basis, it appears that
the reserves (made up of Unearned Premium
Reserve, Outstanding Losses and IBNR) are
sufficient to cover the liabilities of a particular
insurer. From 2016 onwards, South Africa will
move to a risk based capital model. Thereafter
reserves are actuarially calculated and
independently assessed. One would hope that
this would further improve the adequacy of the
reserves in the South African market.

In the CIMA zone, technical reserves of
insurance companies are regulated. Here,
the low level of cash that many insurance
companies carry is a concern. Many of
these companies struggle to cope with their
immediate commitments. The CIMA code
requires that cash must constitute a minimum
of 10% of assets. A number of companies just
maintain the required minimum of 10%, which
in most cases is insufficient to pay claims and
reinsurance premiums.

Regarding IBNR, there has been a long≠
standing misunderstanding in the CIMA zone,
between insurers and the regulator on the
amount of capital to be held. The Commission
has now spelt out the method of calculation.
In many other markets that have recently been
recapitalized, it appears that the technical
reserves are sufficient to meet the liabilities.

Can minimum rate requirements established
by regulatory authorities help to stabilise the
insurance market in Africa? Are you concerned
that minimum rates could also have a negative
impact, for example on efforts to improve the
underlying risk quality?

Fierce competition in the market place leads
to price wars resulting in risks not being
adequately priced. Applying minimum rates
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especially for complex risks would be an
advantage as long as these rates are derived
on the basis of complete technical information.
These rates must reflect the specific level of
risk.
However, in market places where rates are
legally set, a minimum rate policy alone
without trying to improve the quality of the
risk, defeats the purpose of setting these
rates. Since the frequency and/or severity
remain unchanged, losses may still occur.
Furthermore, a minimum rate policy requires
close monitoring and possible intervention
from the regulator. This could lead to an
increased cost of regulation, which may in turn
require higher regulatory fees.
In addition, minimum rates may lead to
deterioration of underwriting skills as an
external committee predetermines these rates.
Finally, without healthy competition, insurers
may become less innovative, which does not
help to increase the penetration rate. Africa Re
believes that adequate control of solvency and
a transparent financial reporting system can
force insurance managers and shareholders to
charge the right price for the risks they write.
As a reinsurer, are you in general satisfied
with the data quality provided by your African
clients? Is average data quality sufficient to
underwrite risk? What could and should be done
from a regulatory perspective to improve data
quality?
Data provided for quotation purposes is
often inadequate and insufficient due to the
general difficulty to build, generate and access
statistical and business data on the African
continent. When statistics are available, it
appears that in many cases some cedants/
brokers provide tampered statistics to get the
best quotes. In some cases, loss advices roll
in two or three months following renewal. In
countries that are exposed to earthquakes,
the data required for modelling and pricing
property catastrophe risk is scant and not
readily available.

Africa Re will put more effort into training
market players and in the co≠ development of
required statistics on selected risks.
Should insurance regulators in Africa become
involved in the promotion of coverage for low≠
income populations, a role that could go beyond
the traditional pricing, solvency, and market
conduct functions? Examples for regulatory
promotion could include activities to assist
insurers with data collection and employee
training, as well as initiatives to improve
financial literacy and risk management.
This question has been raised many times.
Some ask whether it would be better if
a separate regulatory body was set≠ up,
considering the uniqueness of the micro≠
insurance industry. Associated initial cost
of product development and distribution,
combined with low profit margins and financial
incentives in the form of premium subsidies
are major reasons for the call for a separate
regulatory body. We believe there is no need
to set up a separate body, if we are to avoid
a duplication of areas of control. Instead,
we need special skills to cater to the unique
distribution channels as well as grassroots
sponsored communication programmes.
Regulators must ensure that the customer
is not exploited. Underwriters must be re≠
trained for instance in the area of product
design. Policy wording must be simple and
understandable, with few exclusions, providing
basic cover. Given the need for innovative
distribution channels, contract certainty should
be adequate.
The biggest problem with providing products
for this sector is the lack of adequate data and
proper understanding concerning the needs of
the sector. At the end of the day the regulator
should create an environment that enables
commerce and exerts the necessary oversight.
Finally, product design and the development
of distribution channels should be driven by
the private sector but closely monitored by the
regulator.

Many experts argue that the most beneficial
regulations are those that assist in encouraging
competitive markets. Do you believe that by
encouraging competitive markets, African
insurance regulators can most effectively
support the private insurance industry in
performing its best for society?

In an ideal market, since the consumer is
well informed about the product, price is
not the main, or at least in many cases, the
only differentiator. Competition is beneficial
because it stimulates market operators to
innovate, improve productivity as well as the
quality of the product and the price paid by
customers. This would enable a well≠ informed
company to offer better terms than its
competitors.

In order to remove regulatory hurdles to
competition, most African markets have either
updated or are in the process of updating their
insurance laws, bringing them in line with
international standards. They are however
mindful of protecting certain sectors which are
beneficial to the growth of the local insurance
market. They do this by introducing local laws,
mandatory domestic and/or regional cessions
and the domiciliation of certain classes of
reinsurance in some countries.

Most analysts believe that the African
insurance market is profitable. As a
consequence, the removal of sections of laws,
which prohibit entry into the local markets,
brings along the problem of excess capacity
to a continent that is generally ignorant of
insurance, and in which the insured public
(companies and individuals) do not really have
much choice in terms of product differentiation.
Thus, in most parts of the continent, every year
rates are under pressure as a result of fierce
market competition.

If the regulators are to effectively support
the private insurance industry, they have to
encourage the local association of insurers
to establish underwriting committees that
promote a stable market place, for example
by evaluating the minimum pricing of large
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projects. A full and transparent report should
be circulated to member insurers. The report
should include, among others, a surveyorís
report, a loss adjusterís report (in cases with
past claims) and the actuarial basis for arriving
at a certain minimum premium rate.

Should emerging insurance markets in Africa
be protected by regulatory provisions from
excessive foreign competition until a healthy
and sustainable domestic or regional insurance
market has evolved?

On the continent, we have seen protectionism
in a number of ways such as the introduction
of local content laws in Ghana and Nigeria,
mandatory legal cessions in some countries
and the domiciliation of accident and life
cessions in Kenya and Nigeria. We support the
reasons behind these measures, which are to
protect, nurture and sustain these markets as
well as to reduce capital flight.

Furthermore, the cost of doing business
tends to be a bit higher for a locally registered
reinsurer as opposed to a foreign reinsurer
because of regulatory and other operating
costs. Thus, the price of a non≠ registered
reinsurer is often more competitive than the
rate of their local counterpart because they do
not have the same cost structure.

We are therefore in support of African
reinsurers receiving preferential treatment in
comparison to foreign reinsurers. In this way,
we are able to retain reinsurance premiums
on the continent, develop skills locally, finance
local economies, protect the insureds and
reduce the disruptive influence of fly≠ by≠ night
operators.

In your opinion, do insurance supervisory
authorities in Africa have enough human and
financial resources to efficiently carry out their
mission? Should they fund their activities with
more fees, penalties or public funds?

Whether the level of human/financial
resources is adequate differs from market to
market. Countries such as South Africa and
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Mauritius are examples where regulators have
the resources to efficiently carry out their
tasks. In over half of the viable 51 markets
in the continent, there are significant efforts
by governments to improve the level of
supervision in the insurance industry.
For a regulator to be effective there must
be a dedicated operational facility with staff
that is regularly trained, skilled and well paid.
There must also be adequate funding for
public awareness as well as for running the
daily activities and for research, without the
temptation of applying penalties as a way
of revenue collection. For instance, as the
new CIMA insurance code is developed, the
14≠ nation regulator is presently seeking funds
to build a befitting secretariat, which would
be staffed with skilled, independently≠ minded
personnel who would rise above narrow
nationalistic considerations.
We support the secondment of staff to more
developed regulatory environments like
Europe. This should go a long way to develop
the requisite skills needed for an effective
regulator. All African regulators should be
members of IAIS (International Association of
Insurance Supervisors) where they can learn
from their more advanced colleagues. This
should assist them in developing common
regulatory standards across all markets
through which effective cross≠ border business
among African insurers can thrive. Finally, the
funding should be a public≠ private initiative.
The levy payable to the regulatory authority
should not lead to a significant increase of
expenses that ultimately would reduce the
bottom line or increase the price of products.
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African Insurance
Regulation and
Supervision:

Country Sheets
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USD 5í 438
3.3%
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Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

Life premium volume USD mn

Insurance market data

GDP

Population (millions)

Angola
GDP/Capita

Domestic life insurers

Market composition

Inflation rate

Algeria
USD 206bn

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
38

7

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
Population (millions)
GDP

Insurance market data
98
4

13

Life premium volume USD mn
Domestic non≠ life insurers

21

USD 122bn

44

956

1,000
Total premium volume USD mn

Foreign life & NL insurers

48

0.8

1,342

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

1,440

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

10

1

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn
Domestic reinsurers

Total premium volume USD mn
State owned re/insurers

Insurance Regulatory Authority

39

Ministry of Finance, Instituto de Supervis„ o

0.8

Insurance Regulatory Authority

de Seguros (ISS), Rua CÛ nego Manuel das Neves, 234

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Commission de Supervision des Assurances

EdifÌo , Novo da Edel ≠ (12∫ Piso) cx postal 2795 Luanda

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

CitÈ Malki Ben Aknoun Alger

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

Market composition

8.8%

USD 5í 846

18

No

Financial supervision

Allowed ownership structures

No

Stock companies

Yes

Yes (to be shared with local players)

Licensed insurance companies

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

http://www.iss.gv.ao

http://www.dzentreprise.net

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Financial supervision
No

Yes

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Licensing: Selected provisions

Foreign ownership restrictions

Bancassurance is allowed
Yes

Stock companies, mutuals

Yes

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions
Allowed ownership structures

Bancassurance is allowed
Foreign ownership restrictions

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Requirement for independent audits

No

Yes

Yes

USD 10mn
Minimum capital requirement
No

Premium rate approval needed

Minimum paid≠ up share capital
No

DA 1bn ñ DA 5bn (100%)

DA 1bn ñ DA 5bn

Minimum capital requirement
Requirement for independent audits

Yes

Minimum paid≠ up share capital
Requirement to appoint actuaries

Yes

No

No

Premium rate approval needed

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
No

41

No

Motor TPL, WC, Aviation Liability

No

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Compulsory insurance lines

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

Yes

Yes

Motor TPL, Natural Catastrophe, Decennial Liability

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset
Compulsory insurance lines
Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund
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Population (millions)
GDP

2

Domestic life insurers
6

4

Total premium volume USD mn

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

Life premium volume USD mn

3.3

473

148

325

USD 15bn

Domestic non≠ life insurers

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

1.0%

Botswana
USD 805

Benin
GDP/Capita
Inflation rate

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
10

21
1

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

USD 8bn

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
Population (millions)
GDP

48
2

Insurance market data

Life premium volume USD mn
Foreign life insurers
1

Market composition

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn
69
Foreign non≠ life insurers

Insurance market data

Total premium volume USD mn
Foreign reinsurers

The Non≠ Bank Financial Institutions Regulatory

Insurance Regulatory Authority

230

0.9

Insurance Regulatory Authority

Authority (NBFIRA), 3rd Floor Exponential Bldg,

7

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Commission RÈ gionale de ContrÙl e des Assurances (CRCA)

Plot 54351 New CBD, Off PG Matante Road,

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD (2010)

BP 2750 Libreville, Gabon

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

Market composition

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

http://www.nbfira.org.bw

Private Bag 00314, Gaborone

http://www.cima≠ afrique.org/pg.php?caller=commission_re

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Yes

Material supervision
Yes

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Licensing: Selected provisions

5.8%

USD 7í 136

No

Material supervision

No

Foreign ownership restrictions

Allowed ownership structures

No

Stock companies, mutuals

No
Stock companies, mutuals

Minimum capital requirement

Bancassurance is allowed
No

Yes

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions
Allowed ownership structures

XOF 1bn

Bancassurance is allowed
Foreign ownership restrictions

USD 100í 000 ñ USD 500í 000

Minimum capital requirement

Requirement for independent audits

No

Yes

No

Yes

Yes
Requirement to appoint actuaries

Yes (case by case ministry decision)
Yes

Premium rate approval needed

Minimum paid≠ up share capital
No

XOF 750mn (75%)

Yes

Minimum paid≠ up share capital
Requirement to appoint actuaries

Requirement for independent audits
Premium rate approval needed

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
No

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

43

Yes

No

Motor TPL, WC

Yes

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Compulsory insurance lines

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

No

No

Yes

Motor TPL, Cargo Import.

Partly

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied
Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset
Compulsory insurance lines
Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund
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2.0%
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GDP

Population (millions)

Burundi
GDP/Capita

Burkina Faso
Inflation rate

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
17

9

USD 3bn

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

6

3

Total premium volume USD mn

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

Life premium volume USD mn

18

14

Foreign composite insurers

Domestic composite insurers

Domestic non≠ life insurers

11

1

4

1

8.8%

USD 303

Domestic life insurers
9

Insurance intermediaries

USD 12bn

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
Population (millions)
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Domestic non≠ life insurers

0.7

Market composition

28
Domestic composite insurers

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Insurance market data

57

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Market composition

Life premium volume USD mn
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6

Insurance market data
Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

1

5

Total premium volume USD mn
Foreign insurers

Insurance Regulatory Authority

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Allowed ownership structures

No

Stock companies

Yes

No

No

Financial supervision

1

Foreign reinsurers

Agence de RÈ gulation et de ContrÙ le des Assurances (ARCA),

State≠ owned insurers

5

0.8

Insurance Regulatory Authority

MinistË re des Finances,

2

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Commission RÈ gionale de ContrÙl e des Assurances (CRCA)

Avenue de la RÈ volution,

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD (2010)

BP 2750 Libreville, Gabon

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

B.P. 1830 Bujumbura

http://www.cima≠ afrique.org/pg.php?caller=commission_re

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Yes

Material supervision
Yes

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Licensing: Selected provisions

Foreign ownership restrictions

Bancassurance is allowed
No

Stock companies, mutuals

Yes

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions
Allowed ownership structures

Bancassurance is allowed
Foreign ownership restrictions

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Requirement for independent audits

No

Yes

BIF 250mn ñ BIF 500mn (50%)

BIF 500mn (life) ≠ BIF 1bn (non≠ life)
Minimum capital requirement
Yes

Premium rate approval needed

Minimum paid≠ up share capital
No

XOF 750mn (75%)

XOF 1bn

Minimum capital requirement
Requirement for independent audits

Yes

Minimum paid≠ up share capital
Requirement to appoint actuaries

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

Yes

No

No

No

Premium rate approval needed

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
No

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No

45

No

Yes

Motor TPL, PI Doctors & Lawyers, CAR

No

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Compulsory insurance lines

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

No

Yes

Motor TPL, Construction

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset
Compulsory insurance lines
Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

44

1.5%
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Life premium volume USD mn

Insurance market data

GDP

Population (millions)

Cameroon
USD 3í 837

Cabo Verde
GDP/Capita
Inflation rate

Market composition

22

USD 28bn

80

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

Market composition

Domestic life insurers

2.1%

USD 1í 271

3

Domestic non≠ life insurers

5

Domestic composite insurers

215

Foreign life insurers

5

1

USD 2bn

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
0.5

2

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
Population (millions)
GDP

Insurance market data

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

294

Foreign non≠ life insurers

Life premium volume USD mn
26

Total premium volume USD mn

Foreign reinsurers

4

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn
27

14

1.2

11

Total premium volume USD mn

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Insurance Regulatory Authority

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Commission RÈ gionale de ContrÙ le des Assurances (CRCA)

55

Insurance Regulatory Authority

BP 2750 Libreville, Gabon

1.5

Commission RÈ gionale de ContrÙl e des Assurances (CRCA)

http://www.cima≠ afrique.org/pg.php?caller=commission_re

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

BP 2750 Libreville, Gabon

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

http://www.cima≠ afrique.org/pg.php?caller=commission_re

Yes

Material supervision

Yes

No

Stock companies, mutuals

Yes
Allowed ownership structures

XAF 1bn

No

Yes

XAF 750mn (75%)
Requirement for independent audits

No

No

Yes

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No
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No

Yes

Motor TPL, Construction, Cargo Import

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Compulsory insurance lines

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions

Premium rate approval needed

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Minimum paid≠ up share capital

Minimum capital requirement

Foreign ownership restrictions

Bancassurance is allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Overarching principle in insurance supervision

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

No

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

Licensing: Selected provisions

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
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GDP

Population (millions)

Chad
334

Central African Republic
6.6%

11

USD 13bn

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

Market composition

0.2%

USD 1í 218

1

Insurance market data

GDP/Capita

Market composition

Inflation rate

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
USD 2bn

5

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
Population (millions)
GDP

Insurance market data

1

1

Life premium volume USD mn

Domestic life insurers

1

1

Domestic non≠ life insurers

Domestic non≠ life insurers

0.2

Life premium volume USD mn

19
Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

2

1

Foreign non≠ life insurers

Foreign non≠ life insurers

State≠ owned insurers

8

20

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

Total premium volume USD mn

8

Insurance Regulatory Authority

2

0.2

Commission RÈ gionale de ContrÙ le des Assurances (CRCA)

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Yes

Yes

Yes

Material supervision

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Insurance Regulatory Authority

BP 2750 Libreville, Gabon

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Commission RÈ gionale de ContrÙl e des Assurances (CRCA)

http://www.cima≠ afrique.org/pg.php?caller=commission_re

2

0.4

Total premium volume USD mn
Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

BP 2750 Libreville, Gabon

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

http://www.cima≠ afrique.org/pg.php?caller=commission_re

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions
Yes

Overarching principle in insurance supervision

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions
Material supervision
Yes

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Licensing: Selected provisions

Yes

Stock companies, mutuals

Bancassurance is allowed
Allowed ownership structures

Yes

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions
Stock companies, mutuals

Foreign ownership restrictions

Bancassurance is allowed
Allowed ownership structures

No

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Requirement for independent audits

No

Yes

XAF 750mn (75%)

XAF 1bn

Foreign ownership restrictions

Minimum capital requirement
Yes

Premium rate approval needed

Minimum paid≠ up share capital

XAF 1bn

No

XAF 750mn (75%)

Minimum capital requirement
Requirement for independent audits

Yes

Minimum paid≠ up share capital
Requirement to appoint actuaries

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No

No

No

Yes

Premium rate approval needed

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
No

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No
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No

Yes

Motor TPL

Yes

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Compulsory insurance lines

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

No

Yes

Motor TPL

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset
Compulsory insurance lines
Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

48

2.3%
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GDP

Population (millions)

CÙ te díI voire
USD 920

Comoros
GDP/Capita
Inflation rate

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
0.7

24

USD 28bn

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

2.6%

USD 1í 175

Domestic life insurers

USD 1bn

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
Population (millions)
GDP

187

Domestic non≠ life insurers

5

Commission RÈ gionale de ContrÙ le des Assurances (CRCA)

Insurance Regulatory Authority

6
Life premium volume USD mn

229

Foreign life insurers

6

Market composition

7

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

Foreign non≠ life insurers

Insurance market data

Domestic composite insurers
1

415

Reinsurers

Market composition
0
Foreign composite insurers

Total premium volume USD mn

18

1.7

Insurance market data
0.6

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Life premium volume USD mn
Non≠ life premium volume USD mn
0.6

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Insurance Regulatory Authority

BP 2750 Libreville, Gabon

Yes

Yes

Material supervision

5

13

Total premium volume USD mn
0.1

Banque Centrale des Comores

http://www.cima≠ afrique.org/pg.php?caller=commission_re

1

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Place de France B.P. 405, Moroni

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

www.banque≠ comores.km

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Overarching principle in insurance supervision

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions
Financial supervision
No

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions
Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Yes

No

Stock companies, mutuals

Licensing: Selected provisions
Stock companies, mutuals

Allowed ownership structures

Bancassurance is allowed

Allowed ownership structures

KMF 1mn ≠ KMF 10mn

Licensing: Selected provisions
Minimum capital requirement

XOF 1bn

No

Yes

XOF 750mn (75%)
Requirement for independent audits

No

No

Yes

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No

51

No

Yes

Motor TPL, Cargo Import,

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Compulsory insurance lines

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions

Premium rate approval needed

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Minimum paid≠ up share capital

Minimum capital requirement

Foreign ownership restrictions

No

No

Motor TPL

No

Yes

Requirement for independent audits

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied
Compulsory insurance lines
Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund
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State≠ owned insurers

Domestic composite insurers

Domestic non≠ life insurers
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Population (millions)
GDP

0.9

1

Total premium volume USD mn

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

Life premium volume USD mn

17

1.1

15

14

0.6

USD 1bn

1

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Insurance market data

1

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Insurance Regulatory Authority

0.8%

Djibouti
USD 398

Democratic Republic of Congo

79

Market composition

Inflation rate

GDP/Capita

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
USD 31bn

77

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
Population (millions)
GDP

Insurance market data

79

0

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

Life premium volume USD mn
Total premium volume USD mn
0.3

ContrÙ le des Assurances, Immeuble Sarian,

1

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Insurance Regulatory Authority

Heron BP 1496 Djibouti

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Le Directeur de líAssurances au MinistË re des

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

Market composition

Domestic composite insurers

2.5%

USD 1í 595

2

Yes

Financial supervision

International lines only

No

Stock companies, mutuals

No
Allowed ownership structures

DJF 100mn

No

Yes

DJF 50mn (50%)
Requirement for independent audits

No

Yes

No
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No

Motor TPL, Marine Cargo Import

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Compulsory insurance lines

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions

Premium rate approval needed

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Minimum paid≠ up share capital

Minimum capital requirement

Foreign ownership restrictions

Bancassurance is allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Overarching principle in insurance supervision

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

http://www.ministere≠ finances.dj

Finances

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

Licensing: Selected provisions

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
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Population (millions)
GDP

0.8

USD 16bn

24

6.9%

Equatorial Guinea
USD 3í 226

Egypt
GDP/Capita
Inflation rate

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
84
USD 271bn

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
Population (millions)
GDP

Life premium volume USD mn

24

0
Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

Insurance market data
12

Total premium volume USD mn

Market composition
19

Insurance market data
Domestic life insurers
40

800
Domestic non≠ life insurers

Life premium volume USD mn
Insurance intermediaries

32

0.1

1,051

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

1,851

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn
4

Total premium volume USD mn
2

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

Market composition

Foreign non≠ life insurers

Insurance Regulatory Authority

Reinsurance intermediaries

Commission RÈ gionale de ContrÙ le des Assurances (CRCA)

State≠ owned insurers

Insurance Regulatory Authority

BP 2750 Libreville, Gabon

23

Egyptian Financial Supervisory Authority

http://www.cima≠ afrique.org/pg.php?caller=commission_re

0.7

28 Talat Harb street, P.O box 25450 Cairo, Egypt

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

URL: http://www.efsa.gov.eg

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
No

Material supervision
No

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Licensing: Selected provisions

3.2%

USD 20í 572

2

Yes

Material supervision

Yes

Yes

Yes

Stock companies, mutuals

Bancassurance is allowed
Allowed ownership structures

Yes

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions
Stock companies

Foreign ownership restrictions

Bancassurance is allowed
Allowed ownership structures

No

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Requirement for independent audits

No

Yes

Xaf 750mn

XAF 1bn

Foreign ownership restrictions

Minimum capital requirement
Yes

Premium rate approval needed

Minimum paid≠ up share capital

EGP 60mn

Yes

EGP 30mn (50%)

Minimum capital requirement
Requirement for independent audits

Yes

Minimum paid≠ up share capital
Requirement to appoint actuaries

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

Yes

No

No

Yes

Premium rate approval needed

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Yes

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

Yes

55

No

Yes

Motor TPL, Cargo Import, EAR, Decennial Liability, School Liability

Yes

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Compulsory insurance lines

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

Yes

No

Motor TPL

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset
Compulsory insurance lines
Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund
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Ethiopia
Population (millions)
GDP

89

USD 48bn

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

Domestic non≠ life insurers

1

9

8

8.0%

USD 542

Domestic composite insurers

12.3%

Eritrea
USD 544

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
GDP/Capita
Inflation rate

State≠ owned insurers

USD 3bn

204

Market composition

219

Insurance market data
Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

Market composition
0.2

Total premium volume USD mn

15

16

Life premium volume USD mn

Life premium volume USD mn
16

Insurance market data

GDP

Population (millions)

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
6

1

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

Domestic composite insurers

Total premium volume USD mn

0.5

Insurance Regulatory Authority

3

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

National Bank of Ethiopia

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Insurance Regulatory Authority

P.O.BOX 5550, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia

3

0.5

National Insurance Corporation of Eritrea Share

http://www.nbe.gov.et

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Foreign ownership restrictions

Allowed ownership structures

No

Stock companies

No

No

No

Material supervision

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Company, Bdho Ave. 171 Asmara, Eritrea

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

http://www.nice≠ eritrea.com

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions
No

Overarching principle in insurance supervision

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions
Financial supervision
Yes

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Licensing: Selected provisions
Stock companies

Minimum capital requirement

Bancassurance is allowed
No

Yes

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions
Allowed ownership structures

Yes, but not proclaimed

Bancassurance is allowed
Foreign ownership restrictions
Minimum paid≠ up share capital

No

Yes

No

Premium rate approval needed

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Requirement for independent audits

Minimum paid≠ up share capital

Yes

Yes

ETB 15mn ñ ETB 500mn

Minimum capital requirement
Requirement for independent audits

No

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No

Yes

Yes

Requirement to appoint actuaries

100%

Premium rate approval needed

No

Yes

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No

Yes

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

57

No

Compulsory reinsurance cessions
No

Motor TPL

No

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

No

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset
Compulsory insurance lines
Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund
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Population (millions)
GDP

Life premium volume USD mn

0.5%

Gambia
USD 12í 302

Gabon
GDP/Capita
Inflation rate

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
2
USD 19bn

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
Population (millions)
GDP

1

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

Insurance market data

Domestic life insurers
2

Total premium volume USD mn

Market composition
Domestic non≠ life insurers
2

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Insurance market data
167
Foreign life insurers

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

31

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn
198
3

Life premium volume USD mn
Total premium volume USD mn
1

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

2

USD 1bn

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

Foreign life insurers

Domestic composite insurers

Domestic non≠ life insurers

10

4

2

1

6

5.2%

USD 453

6

Foreign non≠ life insurers

Market composition

6

Insurance intermediaries

0.3

3

Allowed ownership structures

No

Stock companies, mutuals

Yes

Yes

Yes

Financial Supervision

0.7

Insurance Regulatory Authority

Foreign non≠ life insurers

Central Bank of The Gambia

Domestic reinsurers

Insurance Regulatory Authority

No. 1≠ 2 Ecowas Avenue Banjul, The Gambia

1.1

Commission RÈ gionale de ContrÙl e des Assurances (CRCA)

http://www.cbg.gm

128

BP 2750 Libreville, Gabon

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

http://www.cima≠ afrique.org/pg.php?caller=commission_re

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Yes

Material supervision
Yes

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Licensing: Selected provisions

Foreign ownership restrictions

Bancassurance is allowed
No

Stock companies, mutuals

Yes

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions
Allowed ownership structures

Bancassurance is allowed
Foreign ownership restrictions

Minimum capital requirement

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Requirement for independent audits

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

GMD 15mn ñ GMD 200mn

XAF 1bn

Minimum capital requirement

Yes

Premium rate approval needed

Minimum paid≠ up share capital
No

XAF 750mn

Yes

Minimum paid≠ up share capital
Requirement to appoint actuaries

Requirement for independent audits
Premium rate approval needed

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No

Yes

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
No

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No

59

Yes

Yes

Motor TPL

Yes

No

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Compulsory insurance lines

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

No

Yes

Motor TPL, Construction Liability, Hunterí s Liability, School Liability

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset
Compulsory insurance lines
Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund
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Population (millions)
GDP

11

USD 6bn

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

Life premium volume USD mn

33

28

Foreign composite insurers

Foreign non≠ life insurers

Domestic composite insurers

Domestic non≠ life insurers

Domestic life insurers

3

3

6

5

1

12.0%

USD 565

19

Total premium volume USD mn

0.6

11.7%

Guinea
USD 1í 730

Ghana
GDP/Capita
Inflation rate

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
26

26

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

USD 44bn

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
Population (millions)
GDP

Domestic life insurers
2

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Market composition

Domestic non≠ life insurers
1

Insurance market data

168
Domestic reinsurers
2

Market composition

Life premium volume USD mn
269
Foreign reinsurers

Insurance market data
Non≠ life premium volume USD mn
455
State owned re/insurers

4

Total premium volume USD mn
18

1.1

67 Independence Avenue, Insurance Place

National Insurance Commission

Insurance Regulatory Authority

http://www.bcrg≠ guinee.org/

Commune de Kaloum, Conakry

Centrale de GuinÈ e, Boite Postale No. 692,

Direction des Assurances s/c de la Banque

Insurance Regulatory Authority

3

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

P. O. BOX CT 3456, Cantonments, Accra

No

Stock companies

Yes

Yes

Yes

Material supervision

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

http://www.nicgh.org

Overarching principle in insurance supervision

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions
Financial Supervision

Requirement for minimum insurance rates
Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions
Allowed ownership structures

Bancassurance is allowed
Stock companies, mutuals

Foreign ownership restrictions

Yes

International lines only

No

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions
Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Requirement for minimum insurance rates
Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions
Allowed ownership structures

No

Minimum capital requirement

Bancassurance is allowed
Foreign ownership restrictions

GHC 15mn ñ GHC 37.5mn
50%

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Requirement for independent audits

Minimum paid≠ up share capital

No

Yes

GNF 750mn
Yes

Premium rate approval needed

GNF 1bn

Minimum capital requirement
Requirement for independent audits

No

Yes

Minimum paid≠ up share capital
Requirement to appoint actuaries

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

Yes

No

No

Yes

Premium rate approval needed

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Yes

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No
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No

Yes

Motor TPL

Yes

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Compulsory insurance lines

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

Yes

No

Motor TPL, WC, Fire Insurance for commercial buildings

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset
Compulsory insurance lines
Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund
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Population (millions)
GDP

44

USD 45bn

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

1,000

Domestic non≠ life insurers

24

5.7%

USD 1í 016

Life premium volume USD mn

0.6%

Kenya
USD 524

Guinea≠Bissau
GDP/Capita
Inflation rate

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
2

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

USD 1bn

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
Population (millions)
GDP

1

6

1

Market composition

Domestic non≠ life insurers

Insurance market data

Domestic composite insurers

Market composition
0

Insurance market data
5

Domestic life insurers

Life premium volume USD mn

520

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

Insurance Regulatory Authority

1

9

11

Foreign re/insurers

Domestic composite insurers

State≠ owned reinsurers

1,520

35

3.5

Total premium volume USD mn
Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

1

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Foreign non≠ life insurers
1

5
Foreign composite insurers

Insurance Regulatory Authority Kenya

3

0.6

Total premium volume USD mn
Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Insurance Regulatory Authority

P.O Box 43505, 00100 Nairobi, Zep≠ Re Place

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Commission RÈ gionale de ContrÙl e des Assurances (CRCA)

Longonot Road, Upper Hill, Nairobi

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

No

Yes

Financial supervision
Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Overarching principle in insurance supervision

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

http://www.ira.go.ke

BP 2750 Libreville, Gabon

Material supervision

http://www.cima≠ afrique.org/pg.php?caller=commission_re

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions
Yes

Overarching principle in insurance supervision

Yes

Foreign ownership restrictions

Allowed ownership structures

Yes

Stock companies, mutuals

No

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Licensing: Selected provisions
Stock companies, mutuals

Minimum capital requirement

Bancassurance is allowed
No

Yes

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions
Allowed ownership structures

XOF 1bn

Bancassurance is allowed
Foreign ownership restrictions

Yes

Premium rate approval neededYes, but only for Fire & Eng. mega risks

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Requirement for independent audits

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

100%

KSH 150mn ñ KSH 500mn

Minimum capital requirement

No

Minimum paid≠ up share capital

Requirement for independent audits

Yes

XOF 750mn (75%)

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Minimum paid≠ up share capital

Premium rate approval needed

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
No

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No
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Yes

Yes

Motor TPL, Aviation TPL, WC, etc.

No

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Compulsory insurance lines

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

No

Yes

Motor TPL, Cargo Import, WC

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset
Compulsory insurance lines
Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund
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5.3%
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GDP

Population (millions)

Libya
USD 1í 194

Lesotho
GDP/Capita
Inflation rate

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
2
USD 2bn

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
Population (millions)
GDP

Insurance market data

6

USD 68bn

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

Market composition

2.6%

USD 11í 046

1

1

11

Domestic life insurers

Domestic non≠ life insurers

7

Insurance intermediaries

Life premium volume USD mn

281

Reinsurance intermediaries

1

Market composition

288

Domestic non≠ life insurers

Total premium volume USD mn

48

0.4

74

Insurance market data

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Life premium volume USD mn
3

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

3

1

Foreign life insurers
23

Domestic composite insurers
Foreign non≠ life insurers

34
107
Insurance intermediaries

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn
Total premium volume USD mn
56

4.5

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Stock companies

Minimum capital requirement

Foreign ownership restrictions

Allowed ownership structures

Yes

Stock companies, mutuals

Yes

International lines only

Yes

Material supervision

1

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

http://www.isacly.org

Aldoal, Tripoli

In front of a school at Najia Ataiwar Street,

Supervision and Control of Insurance Activity

Insurance Regulatory Authority

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Insurance Regulatory Authority

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
No

Material supervision
No

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Licensing: Selected provisions

No

Bancassurance is allowed

Allowed ownership structures

USD 6í 500 or LSL 65í 000

Yes

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions

Foreign ownership restrictions

Minimum paid≠ up share capital

Bancassurance is allowed

Minimum capital requirement

New bill, to be determined

Requirement for independent audits

Yes

Yes

Yes

Premium rate approval needed

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Requirement for independent audits

Yes

Yes

Yes

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Requirement to appoint actuaries

USD 8mn

USD 8mn ñ USD 24mn (reins.)

Minimum paid≠ up share capital

Premium rate approval needed

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No

Compulsory insurance lines

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

No

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

No
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Yes

No

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Compulsory insurance lines

No

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

64

5.8%
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17

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

8

4

27.7%

USD 223

Domestic life insurers

USD 4bn

15

Market composition
Life premium volume USD mn

Insurance market data

GDP

Population (millions)

Malawi
USD 488

Madagascar
GDP/Capita

Market composition

Inflation rate

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
23
USD 11bn

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
Population (millions)
GDP

Insurance market data
3

Domestic composite insurers

1

14

Domestic non≠ life insurers

Life premium volume USD mn

38

Foreign composite insurers

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

47

2

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

Yes

No

No

Financial Supervision

12

Domestic reinsurers

21

Insurance intermediaries

Insurance intermediaries

54

62

Total premium volume USD mn

Total premium volume USD mn

3

1.3
Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

State≠ owned insurers

1

0.6

Insurance Regulatory Authority

3

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Reserve Bank of Malawi, Convention Drive,

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Insurance Regulatory Authority

P O Box 30063, Lilongwe 3, Malawi

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Overarching principle in insurance supervision

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

http://www.rbm.mw

Service des Assurances, Immeuble SOLIMA,

Financial supervision
No

1er etage, Ampefiloha, Antananarivo

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions
Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions

No

Stock companies

Bancassurance is allowed

Stock companies, mutuals

Allowed ownership structures

Licensing: Selected provisions
Allowed ownership structures

Foreign ownership restrictions

Requirement for independent audits

No

Yes

Yes

No

MWK 50mn ñ MWK 100mn

Yes

Minimum capital requirement

MAG 600mn ñ MAG 1bn
No

Minimum capital requirement
Requirement for independent audits
Premium rate approval needed

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Minimum paid≠ up share capital

Premium rate approval needed

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No

Yes

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Yes

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No
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No

No

Motor TPL

Yes

Yes

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Compulsory insurance lines

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

Yes

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

66

10
Domestic composite insurers

Domestic non≠ life insurers

Domestic life insurers
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Population (millions)
GDP

4

USD 4bn

1

Total premium volume USD mn

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

Life premium volume USD mn

14

14

Insurance market data
4

0

5

4

0.4
Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

10

≠ 0.6%

Mauritania
USD 657

Mali
GDP/Capita
Inflation rate

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
17

47

USD 11bn

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
Population (millions)
GDP

Life premium volume USD mn
57

Market composition

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn
Foreign insurers

Insurance market data

Total premium volume USD mn
0.6

Insurance Regulatory Authority

4

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Direction de contrÙ le des assurances

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Insurance Regulatory Authority

BP 182 ≠ Nouakchott

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

Market composition

Domestic composite insurers

Insurance intermediaries

4.1%

USD 1í 127

2

12

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

No

Yes

Material supervision
Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Overarching principle in insurance supervision

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

Commission RÈ gionale de ContrÙl e des Assurances (CRCA)

Material supervision

BP 2750 Libreville, Gabon
http://www.cima≠ afrique.org/pg.php?caller=commission_re

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions
Yes

Overarching principle in insurance supervision

Yes

Allowed ownership structures

No

Stock companies, mutuals

No

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Licensing: Selected provisions

Foreign ownership restrictions

Bancassurance is allowed
No

Stock companies, mutuals

Yes

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions
Allowed ownership structures

Bancassurance is allowed
Foreign ownership restrictions

Minimum capital requirement

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Requirement for independent audits

Yes

No

No

No

MRO 300mn

XOF 1bn

Minimum capital requirement

Yes

Premium rate approval needed

Minimum paid≠ up share capital
No

XOF 750mn (75%)

Requirement for independent audits

Yes

Minimum paid≠ up share capital
Requirement to appoint actuaries

No

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Compulsory insurance lines

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund
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Yes

No

Motor TPL, Decennial Liability

Yes

Premium rate approval needed

No

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

Yes

Motor TPL, Cargo Import

No

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset
Compulsory insurance lines
Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund
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Morocco
Population (millions)
GDP

33

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

Life premium volume USD mn

3,180

2,157

1,023

State≠ owned reinsurers

Domestic reinsurers

Domestic composite insurers

Domestic non≠ life insurers

Domestic life insurers

1

1

9

8

1

1.9%

USD 3í 199

Total premium volume USD mn

97

3.0

USD 105bn

11

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

3.5%

Mauritius
USD 9í 160

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
GDP/Capita
Inflation rate

Domestic life insurers
2

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

USD 12bn

Domestic non≠ life insurers
5

Market composition

476
Foreign non≠ life insurers
1

Insurance market data

Life premium volume USD mn
212
Foreign reinsurers

Market composition

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn
688
State≠ owned insurers

Insurance market data

GDP

Population (millions)

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
1

6

Total premium volume USD mn
5.8

Insurance Regulatory Authority

552

Direction des Assurances et de la PrÈ voyance Sociale

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Insurance Regulatory Authority

Avenue Al Aarar, Hay Ryad, Rabat

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Allowed ownership structures

No

Stock companies, mutuals

Yes

International lines only

Yes

Material supervision

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Financial Services Commission

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

http://www.utrf.gov.ma/direction≠ des≠ assurances≠ et≠ de≠ la≠ prÈ voyance≠ sociale≠ daps

FSC House, 54 Cybercity Ebene

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
No

Financial supervision
No

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Licensing: Selected provisions

Foreign ownership restrictions

Bancassurance is allowed
No

Stock companies, mutuals

Yes

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions
Allowed ownership structures

Bancassurance is allowed
Foreign ownership restrictions

Yes

Premium rate approval needed

Requirement to appoint actuaries

No

Yes

No

MAD 50mn
Minimum capital requirement

Yes

Requirement for independent audits

Requirement for independent audits

Yes

MUR 25mn (100%)

MUR 25mn

Minimum capital requirement

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Minimum paid≠ up share capital

Premium rate approval needed

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No

No

No

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
No

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

Yes

71

Yes

Yes

Motor TPL, WC, Decennial Liability

Yes

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Compulsory insurance lines

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

No

Yes

Motor TPL, WC.

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset
Compulsory insurance lines
Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund
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Population (millions)
GDP

2

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

Life premium volume USD mn

279

664

Domestic non≠ life insurers

Domestic life insurers

12

16

6.2%

USD 5í 667

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

USD 12bn

3

4.2%

Namibia
USD 593

Mozambique
GDP/Capita

2

Market composition

Domestic life insurers

Insurance market data

Domestic non≠ life insurers

Market composition

Inflation rate

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
26
USD 15bn

Macroeconomic indicators 2012
Population (millions)
GDP

Insurance market data
26
155

Life premium volume USD mn

Insurance intermediaries

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

944

Insurance Regulatory Authority

1

4

2í 967
Total premium volume USD mn

Domestic composite insurers

1

181

Reinsurance intermediaries

Total premium volume USD mn

State≠ owned reinsurers

1

13

7.7

Foreign insurers

409

Foreign reinsurers

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

7

1.3

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

NAMFISA, 154 Independence Avenue,

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Insurance Regulatory Authority

1st Floor, Sanlam Centre, Windhoek

No

Financial supervision

Yes

Yes

Yes

Stock companies, mutuals

N$ 1mn ñ N$ 4mn

Allowed ownership structures

Minimum capital requirement for insurance companies

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Requirement for independent audits

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

N$ 5mn ñ N$ 10mn

Premium rate approval needed

Minimum paid≠ up share capital

Minimum capital requirement for reinsurance companies

Foreign ownership restrictions

Bancassurance is allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Overarching principle in insurance supervision

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

Mozambique Supervisory Institute of Insurance,

No

No

Financial supervision

Av. 24 de Julho nr. 1097≠ Maputo≠ Mozambique

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions
Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Requirement for minimum insurance rates
Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions
Yes
Stock companies, mutuals

Bancassurance is allowed
Allowed ownership structures

No

No

Minimum paid≠ up share capital

Yes

MZN 33mn ñ MZN 67mn

Requirement for independent audits

No

Yes

Foreign ownership restrictions

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Minimum capital requirement

Premium rate approval needed

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No

Yes

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Yes

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

Yes
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Yes

Yes

Motor TPL

Yes

Yes

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Compulsory insurance lines

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

No

No

Motor TPL, WC.

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset
Compulsory insurance lines
Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund
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Population (millions)
GDP

169

USD 286bn

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

Domestic non≠ life insurers

Domestic life insurers

30

16

8.5%

USD 1í 692

1,406

11

2.3%

Nigeria
USD 443

Niger
GDP/Capita
Inflation rate

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
17
USD 7bn

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
Population (millions)
GDP

Life premium volume USD mn

Domestic composite insurers

Market composition
Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

Domestic reinsurers

Insurance market data
1

1,863

State owned insurers

Market composition
3

Total premium volume USD mn

11

0.6

Insurance market data
Domestic life insurers

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

457

Domestic non≠ life insurers
4

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

7
37
Domestic composite insurers
6

Life premium volume USD mn
Non≠ life premium volume USD mn
44
Foreign insurers

Insurance Regulatory Authority

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Foreign ownership restrictions

Allowed ownership structures

No

Stock companies, mutuals

Yes

International lines only

No

Financial Supervision

4

3

Total premium volume USD mn
0.7

National Insurance Commission of Nigeria

3

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Insurance Regulatory Authority

(NAICOM), 1239 Ladoke Akintola Boulevard,

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Commission RÈ gionale de ContrÙl e des Assurances (CRCA)

GARKI II, PMB 457 Garki, Abudja

Yes

Overarching principle in insurance supervision

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

http://www.naicom.gov.ng

BP 2750 Libreville, Gabon

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

http://www.cima≠ afrique.org/pg.php?caller=commission_re

Material supervision
Yes

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Licensing: Selected provisions
Stock companies, mutuals

Minimum capital requirement

Bancassurance is allowed
No

Yes

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions
Allowed ownership structures

XOF 1bn

Bancassurance is allowed
Foreign ownership restrictions

N 2bn ñ N 10bn

Minimum capital requirement

Requirement for independent audits

No

Yes

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Requirement to appoint actuaries

N 2bn ñ N 10bn (100%)
Yes

Premium rate approval needed

Minimum paid≠ up share capital
No

XOF 750mn (75%)

Yes

Minimum paid≠ up share capital
Requirement to appoint actuaries

Requirement for independent audits
Premium rate approval needed

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
No

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No

75

Yes

Yes

Motor TPL, Group Life, Occupier Liability, Construction

No

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Compulsory insurance lines

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

No

Yes

Motor TPL, Cargo Import

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset
Compulsory insurance lines
Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund
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Population (millions)
GDP

11

1

Total premium volume USD mn

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

Life premium volume USD mn

0.8

60

48

12

USD 7bn

2

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

4.6%

Rwanda
USD 3í 295

Republic of the Congo
GDP/Capita
Inflation rate

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
4
USD 14bn

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
Population (millions)
GDP

Domestic life insurers
1

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Insurance market data

Domestic non≠ life insurers
2

Market composition

Foreign life insurers
1

Insurance market data
104
Foreign non≠ life insurers

8

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn
112
State≠ owned insurers

Life premium volume USD mn
Total premium volume USD mn
27

0.8

No

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions

Licensing: Selected provisions

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

Market composition

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

Insurance Regulatory Authority

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Yes

Yes

Yes

Material supervision

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Insurance Regulatory Authority
Commission RÈ gionale de ContrÙl e des Assurances (CRCA)
BP 2750 Libreville, Gabon
http://www.cima≠ afrique.org/pg.php?caller=commission_re

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions
Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Requirement for minimum insurance rates
Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions

No

Stock companies, mutuals

Bancassurance is allowed
Allowed ownership structures

XAF 750mn (75%)

XAF 1bn

Foreign ownership restrictions
Minimum capital requirement

No

Yes

Minimum paid≠ up share capital
Requirement for independent audits

No

Yes

Requirement to appoint actuaries
Premium rate approval needed

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

No

Yes

Motor TPL, Construction, Cargo Import, Decennial Liability, School Liability

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset
Compulsory insurance lines
Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund
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4.2%

USD 698

77

8.1%
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14

USD 15bn

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

Domestic composite insurers

Domestic non≠ life insurers

Domestic life insurers

13

9

4

0.8%

USD 1í 073

141

14

Market composition

183

Foreign insurers

42
Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

Domestic reinsurers

Life premium volume USD mn
Total premium volume USD mn

13

1.3

1

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Yes

Material supervision

Yes

No

Stock companies, mutuals

Yes
Allowed ownership structures

XOF 1bn

No

Yes

XOF 750mn (75%)
Requirement for independent audits

No

No

Yes

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No

79

No

Yes

Motor TPL, MCI, WC, Construction, Hunterí s Liability

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Compulsory insurance lines

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions

Premium rate approval needed

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Minimum paid≠ up share capital

Minimum capital requirement

Foreign ownership restrictions

Bancassurance is allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Overarching principle in insurance supervision

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

http://www.cima≠ afrique.org/pg.php?caller=commission_re

BP 2750 Libreville, Gabon

Commission RÈ gionale de ContrÙ le des Assurances (CRCA)

Insurance Regulatory Authority

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Insurance market data

GDP

Population (millions)

Senegal
USD 1í 612

Sao Tome and Principe
GDP/Capita

Market composition

Inflation rate

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
USD 0.4bn

0.2

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
Population (millions)
GDP

Insurance market data

Insurance Regulatory Authority

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

Licensing: Selected provisions

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
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Population (millions)
GDP

6

USD 5bn

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

1

9.8%

USD 784

3

4.3%

Sierra Leone
USD 15í 046

Seychelles
GDP/Capita
Inflation rate

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
USD 1bn

Domestic life insurers

7

Market composition

Domestic non≠ life insurers

1

Insurance market data

Domestic composite insurers

1

Market composition

14

Domestic reinsurers

3
Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

18

State≠ owned insurers

1

Sierra Leone Insurance Commission (SLICOM),

Insurance Regulatory Authority

Life premium volume USD mn

Insurance intermediaries

Total premium volume USD mn

3

0.5

Insurance market data

GDP

Population (millions)

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
0.1

2

20
State≠ owned insurers

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Insurance Regulatory Authority

5G Kingharman Road, Brookfields, Freetown

Domestic composite insurers

25

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

5

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn
2.3

Seychelles International Business Authority,

http://www.slicom.gov.sl

Life premium volume USD mn
Total premium volume USD mn
276

12

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Bois de rose avenue , Victoria, Seychelles

Yes

Yes (Motor)

Financial supervision

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

http://www.siba.net

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Overarching principle in insurance supervision

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions
Financial supervision
Yes

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions
Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Cross≠ border insurance allowed

No

No

Stock companies

Licensing: Selected provisions
Allowed ownership structures

Bancassurance is allowed

Stock companies

Foreign ownership restrictions

Licensing: Selected provisions
Allowed ownership structures

Yes

USD 100í 000

Requirement for independent audits

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

SLL 240mn ñ SLL 2.4bn

Minimum capital requirement
Requirement for independent audits

Minimum capital requirement

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Minimum paid≠ up share capital

Premium rate approval needed

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

Yes

Yes

Yes

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Yes

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset
Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

81

Yes

Yes

Motor TPL, WC

No
Motor TPL
Yes

Compulsory insurance lines

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied
Compulsory insurance lines
Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

80

5.8%
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11

USD 14bn

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

Market composition

0.0%

USD 1í 262

0

Insurance market data

GDP

Population (millions)

South Sudan
USD 6í 621

South Africa
GDP/Capita
Inflation rate

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
53

Market composition

0

12

Domestic life insurers

Life premium volume USD mn

0

74

Domestic non≠ life insurers

0

Domestic life insurers

273

Insurance intermediaries

0

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

285

Reinsurance intermediaries

96

Total premium volume USD mn

State owned insurers

9

0.5

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

No

Stock companies

Yes

Yes

No

Financial supervison

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP
Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Domestic non≠ life insurers

6

10

4

Domestic reinsurers

Domestic composite insurers
State≠ owned insurers

Insurance Regulatory Authority

15.4

Interim responsibility: Central Bank of South

1,025

54,121

9,565

44,556

USD 351bn

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
Population (millions)
GDP

Insurance market data
Life premium volume USD mn
Non≠ life premium volume USD mn
Total premium volume USD mn
Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Insurance Regulatory Authority

Sudan

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Financial Services Board

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

P.O. Box 35655, Menlo Park 0102
http://www.fsb.co.za

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
No

Material supervision
Yes

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Licensing: Selected provisions
Allowed ownership structures

USD 2mn

Bancassurance is allowed
Stock companies

Foreign ownership restrictions

Yes

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions
Allowed ownership structures

No

Bancassurance is allowed
Foreign ownership restrictions

USD 2mn

No

Yes

Minimum capital requirement
Requirement for independent audits

Minimum paid≠ up share capital

Yes

Requirement to appoint actuaries

ZAR 10mn
Yes

Premium rate approval needed

Minimum capital requirement
Requirement for independent audits

No

Yes

Minimum paid≠ up share capital
Requirement to appoint actuaries

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No

No

No

No

Premium rate approval needed

No

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

Yes

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

No

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

No

83

No

Compulsory insurance lines

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Yes

No

No

WC, PL

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset
Compulsory insurance lines
Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

82

36.5%
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GDP

Population (millions)

Swaziland
USD 2í 040

Sudan
GDP/Capita
Inflation rate

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
34
USD 70bn

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
Population (millions)
GDP

1

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

Domestic non≠ life insurers

Domestic life insurers

0

0

0

0

5.6%

USD 3í 473

43

Insurance intermediaries

0

USD 4bn

Life premium volume USD mn

44

Reinsurance intermediaries

Market composition
Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

87

State≠ owned insurers

Insurance market data

Total premium volume USD mn

81

2.3

Market composition
1

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Insurance market data

4

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

12

Domestic reinsurers
2

Sudan Insurance Supervisory Authority

Insurance Regulatory Authority

P.O. Box 3365

2nd Floor, PSPF Building, Mhlambanyatsi Road,

Financial Services Regulatory Authority

Insurance Regulatory Authority

Domestic composite insurers

273
Insurance intermediaries
1

12

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn
285
Reinsurance intermediaries

Life premium volume USD mn
Total premium volume USD mn
State≠ owned insurers

Insurance House Building, Barlaman Street,

http://www.fsra.co.sz

9

0.5

Khartoum

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Foreign ownership restrictions

Allowed ownership structures

SZL 2mn

Yes (max. 75%)

Stock companies

Yes

No

No

Material supervision

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

http://www.isasudan.net

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
No

Material supervision
No

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Licensing: Selected provisions

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions
Stock companies

Minimum capital requirement

Bancassurance is allowed
No

Yes

Allowed ownership structures

SDG 11mn

Bancassurance is allowed
Foreign ownership restrictions

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

SZL 2mn

Minimum capital requirement

Requirement for independent audits

Minimum paid≠ up share capital
Premium rate approval needed

SDG 11mn (100%)
No

Yes

Minimum paid≠ up share capital
Requirement for independent audits

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No

Requirement to appoint actuaries
Premium rate approval needed

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Yes

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No

Yes

Yes

No

WC

85

Yes

Compulsory insurance lines

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

Yes

No

Motor TPL

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset
Compulsory insurance lines
Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund
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Population (millions)
GDP

7

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

2

2

2.0%

USD 640

Domestic life insurers

4

USD 4bn

31

Domestic non≠ life insurers

7.9%

Togo
USD 703

Tanzania
GDP/Capita

Life premium volume USD mn

44

Market composition

2

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

Insurance market data

Domestic life insurers
7

Market composition

Inflation rate

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
46

28

USD 33bn

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
Population (millions)
GDP

Insurance market data
Life premium volume USD mn
Domestic non≠ life insurers

Domestic composite insurers

229

Foreign insurers

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

75

Commission RÈ gionale de ContrÙ le des Assurances (CRCA)

Insurance Regulatory Authority

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Yes

Yes

Yes

Material supervision

16

Total premium volume USD mn

Domestic composite insurers

1

256

11

1.9

Total premium volume USD mn

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Insurance Regulatory Authority

BP 2750 Libreville, Gabon

1

17

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Foreign insurers

TIRA House, Block 33, Plot No. 85/2115,

http://www.cima≠ afrique.org/pg.php?caller=commission_re

Domestic reinsurers

0.9

Mtendeni Street, P.O.Box 9892, Dar Es Salaam

6

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

http://www.tira.go.tz

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
No

Financial supervision
Yes

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Licensing: Selected provisions

No

Stock companies, mutuals

Bancassurance is allowed
Allowed ownership structures

No

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions
Stock companies

Foreign ownership restrictions

Bancassurance is allowed
Allowed ownership structures

Yes (max. 66.7%)

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Requirement for independent audits

No

Yes

XOF 750mn (75%)

XOF 1bn

Foreign ownership restrictions

Minimum capital requirement
Yes

Premium rate approval needed

Minimum paid≠ up share capital

TZS 1.5bn ñ TZS 5bn (reins.)

No

100%

Minimum capital requirement
Requirement for independent audits

No

Minimum paid≠ up share capital
Requirement to appoint actuaries

No

Yes

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No

No

No

Yes

Premium rate approval needed

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

Yes

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

87

No

Yes

Motor TPL, Cargo Import
Compulsory insurance lines

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Yes

No

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

86
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Uganda
Population (millions)
GDP

37

USD 23bn

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

1

8

5.4%

USD 626

Domestic non≠ life insurers

6.1

Tunisia
USD 4í 345

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
GDP/Capita
Inflation rate

Domestic composite insurers

USD 47bn

116

Market composition
Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

Foreign insurers

Insurance market data

Domestic life insurers

Domestic reinsurers

Market composition
Domestic composite insurers

131

15

131

Total premium volume USD mn

0.6

Life premium volume USD mn

699
1

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Insurance market data

GDP

Population (millions)

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
11

3

Life premium volume USD mn
Domestic reinsurers
4

19

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn
830
Foreign reinsurers

Allowed ownership structures

No

Stock companies, mutuals

No

International lines only

Yes

Financial supervision

1

13

Total premium volume USD mn
77

1.8

Insurance Regulatory Authority

4

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Insurance Regulatory Authority Uganda, Plot 5

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Insurance Regulatory Authority

Kyadondo Rd., 2nd Floor Block B Legacy Towers

Overarching principle in insurance supervision

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

http://www.ira.go.ug

P O Box 22855, Kampala

ComitÈ GÈ nÈ ral des Assurances

Material supervision

Requirement for minimum insurance rates
Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions

Foreign ownership restrictions

Bancassurance is allowed
Stock companies, mutuals

Minimum capital requirement

Yes

Only international lines

No

Rue 8006 Montplaisir 1, 1076 Tunis

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions
Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Requirement for minimum insurance rates
Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions

Yes

Bancassurance is allowed
Allowed ownership structures

TND 5mn

Requirement for independent audits

Yes

Yes

UGX 3bn ñ UGX 10bn

Foreign ownership restrictions
Minimum capital requirement for life insurance companies

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No

Yes

Yes

No

Premium rate approval needed

UGX 3bn ñ UGX 10bn
No

Minimum paid≠ up share capital

Requirement for independent audits

No

TND 10mn

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Minimum capital requirement for non≠ life and composite insurance companies

Premium rate approval needed

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Yes

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

No

89

Yes

Yes

Motor TPL and WC

Yes

Yes

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Compulsory insurance lines

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

Yes

Yes

Motor TPL, Decennial Liability

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset
Compulsory insurance lines
Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund
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Population (millions)
GDP

13

GDP/Capita

Inflation rate

194

196

Domestic reinsurers

Domestic non≠ life insurers

Domestic life insurers

1

11

27

20

1.6%

USD 987

Life premium volume USD mn

Foreign reinsurers

USD 13bn

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn

390

7.0%

Zimbabwe
USD 1í 542

Zambia
GDP/Capita
Inflation rate

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
USD 22bn

Total premium volume USD mn

30

3.1

Market composition

10

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Insurance market data

10

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Market composition
Domestic non≠ life insurers
2

Insurance market data

GDP

Population (millions)

Macroeconomic indicators 2013
15

3

Foreign insurers
1

Domestic life insurers

196
Reinsurers

88

Non≠ life premium volume USD mn
284
State≠ owned insurers

Life premium volume USD mn
Total premium volume USD mn
20

Insurance Regulatory Authority

1.4

160 Rhodesville Avenue, Greendale

Insurance penetration: Premiums in % of GDP

Insurance Regulatory Authority

http://www.ipec.co.zw

Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Stock companies

Minimum capital requirement

Foreign ownership restrictions

Allowed ownership structures

Yes

Stock companies, mutuals

Yes

Yes

No

Financial supervision

Insurance density: Premium / capita USD

Stand No 4618, Lubwa Road, Off Church Road,

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

Rhodespark, Lusaka
http://pia.org.zm

Scope of insurance regulation and supervision: Selected provisions

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Yes

Financial supervision
Yes

Overarching principle in insurance supervision
Requirement for minimum insurance rates

Licensing: Selected provisions

No

Bancassurance is allowed

Allowed ownership structures

USD 200í 000

No

Cross≠ border insurance allowed

Licensing: Selected provisions

Foreign ownership restrictions

Minimum paid≠ up share capital

Bancassurance is allowed

Minimum capital requirement

USD 200í 000
Yes

Yes

Premium rate approval needed

Requirement to appoint actuaries

Requirement for independent audits

No

Yes

Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes

100%

USD 1.5mn

Minimum paid≠ up share capital
Requirement to appoint actuaries

Requirement for independent audits
Premium rate approval needed

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Yes

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset

On≠ going supervision: Selected provisions
Solvency referred to as the difference between assets and liabilities

Yes

91

Yes

No

Motor TPL, WC, certain Marine

Yes

Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions

Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Compulsory insurance lines

RBC (Risk≠ based capital) principles applied

Yes

Yes

Motor TPL, Aviation TPL

Ceded reinsurance is regarded as a permissible asset
Compulsory insurance lines
Compulsory reinsurance cessions

Insurance companies in difficulties: Selected provisions
Established guarantee or policyholder protection fund
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African Reinsurance Corporation
Africa Re Building
Plot 1679 Karimu Kotun Street,
Victoria Island
PMB 12765
Lagos, Nigeria
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